MergeTree: A Fast Hardware HLBVH Constructor for Animated Ray Tracing

Ray tracing is a computationally intensive rendering technique traditionally used in offline high-quality rendering. Powerful hardware accelerators have been recently developed that put real-time ray tracing even in the reach of mobile devices. However, rendering animated scenes remains difficult, as updating the acceleration trees for each frame is a memory-intensive process. This article proposes MergeTree, the first hardware architecture for Hierarchical Linear Bounding Volume Hierarchy (HLBVH) construction, designed to minimize memory traffic. For evaluation, the hardware constructor is synthesized on a 28nm process technology. Compared to a state-of-the-art binned surface area heuristic sweep (SAH) builder, the present work speeds up construction by a factor of 5, reduces build energy by a factor of 3.2, and memory traffic by a factor of 3. A software HLBVH builder on a graphics processing unit (GPU) requires 3.3 times more memory traffic. To take tree quality into account, a rendering accelerator is modeled alongside the builder. Given the use of a top-level build to improve tree quality, the proposed builder reduces system energy per frame by an average 41% with primary rays and 13% with diffuse rays. In large (> 500K triangles) scenes, the difference is more pronounced, 62% and 35%, respectively.
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Ethics as a skill of software engineer?
One problem of the increasing intelligence of the systems is that the number of decisions having an ethical component is increasing, too. Traditionally, the designers of the system seldom made ethical decisions; the ethics was left for the user. However, when the system itself makes decisions, the ethical consequences have to be solved when the system is made.
Since these decisions are mostly implemented by software, it is often the programmers that have to make these decisions. Another problem is, if a programmer is asked to make illegal or unethical software. The well-known example of emission faking by car manufactures is an example of such software, but this seems to be far more common than this. We have several ethic codes as the ethical guidelines for engineering. They give full ethical responsibility to engineers on the design and implementation of systems. The specific problem with software is that the programmers do not necessarily realise the ethical nature of the system; either they do not understand the application area enough to see it, or they do not know the full context of the piece of software they are implementing.

The conclusion discusses how to embed the awareness of ethical questions in software engineering education.

Towards Framework for Choosing 360-degree Video SDK

360-degree videos are gaining popularity among consumers. Still, software developers are early adopters of technology so it is important to map their needs for 360-degree video development. They use software development kits that help creating software on the 360-degree video software domain. We want to find out which factors developers need to take into account when choosing these software development kits. In this position paper we describe a preliminary 360-degree video SDK choosing criteria, based on literature and our own experiences, which we plan to evaluate with a survey.

Fast Hardware Construction and Refitting of Quantized Bounding Volume Hierarchies

There is recent interest in GPU architectures designed to accelerate ray tracing, especially on mobile systems with limited memory bandwidth. A promising recent approach is to store and traverse Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVHs), used to accelerate ray tracing, in low arithmetic precision. However, so far there is no research on refitting or construction of such compressed BVHs, which is necessary for any scenes with dynamic content. We find that in a hardware-accelerated tree update, significant memory traffic and runtime savings are available from streaming, bottom-up compression. Novel algorithmic techniques of modulo encoding and treelet-based compression are proposed to reduce backtracking inherent
in bottom-up compression. Together, these techniques reduce backtracking to a small fraction. Compared to a separate top-down compression pass, streaming bottom-up compression with the proposed optimizations saves on average 42% of memory accesses for LBVH construction and 56% for refitting of compressed BVHs, over 16 test scenes. In architectural simulation, the proposed streaming compression reduces LBVH runtime by 20% compared to a single-precision build, and 41% compared to a single-precision build followed by top-down compression. Since memory traffic dominates the energy cost of refitting and LBVH construction, energy consumption is expected to fall by a similar fraction.
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**Nursing students’ experiential learning processes using an online 3D simulation game**

The growing use of game-based simulation in healthcare education reflects the opportunities afforded to learners by serious games, which simulate real-world situations and enable students to emulate the roles of healthcare professionals in a safe and engaging learning environment. As part of a design-based research project to design, test, and evaluate an online 3D simulation game for use in game-based simulation in healthcare education, the present study applied Kolb’s experiential learning theory to investigate nursing students’ experiential learning processes during a 3D simulation game. The data, collected from eight nursing students, comprised audio and video recordings from gaming sessions and focus group interviews. The results indicate that in 3D simulation game, patient-related experiences were supported by audiovisual authenticity, the authenticity of scenarios, and interactivity. Feedback triggered students to reflect on their own learning processes. Students conceptualised knowledge by applying nursing theory, and they internalised procedures that
can be used in real life. They also had an opportunity to experiment by exploring and making decisions in the gaming environment. One of the main issues arising from these findings is that 3D simulation games used in game-based simulation should share familiar characteristics of leisure games to ensure an engaging learning experience.
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**Project types and industrial collaboration in project-based learning**

Project-based learning is important in engineering education as is makes the students test their skills in a real-life setting. We have organised project-based learning for software engineering students since 1991. Already in the early times, the projects were based on collaboration with near-by companies and other customers. This collaboration with external organisations, called customers in this paper, creates strong links between education and surrounding society.

In this paper, we report the experiences from our project courses. Especially we describe 1) how the courses have helped collaboration between students, teachers and companies, 2) the different categories for topics and goals of the projects. Based on the analysis, we outline a new project type, a technology exploration project.
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Low-energy algorithm for self-controlled wireless sensor nodes

In Internet of Things (IoT), the lifespan of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has often become an issue. Sensor nodes are typically battery powered. However, high energy consumption by Radio Frequency (RF) module limits the lifespan of sensor nodes. In conventional WSN, the frequency of data transmission is normally fixed or adjusted according to requests from the gateway. In this paper, we present a WSN system for intelligent sensing. We propose a low-energy algorithm for sensor data transmission from sensor nodes for such system. In this algorithm, the sensor nodes are able to self-control their data transmission according to the trends of data. We adopt Adaptive Duty Cycle for adjustment of data transmission frequency and Compressive Sensing (CS) for sensor data compression. The simulation results show that Collective Transmission with CS-based data compression achieves 83.34% of RF energy reduction for the best-case transmission and 83.31% of RF energy reduction in the worst-case transmission, compared to the Continuous Transmission.
theses (constructive or research-oriented) has not changed much, the constructive ones being much more common. The results partly proved the hypotheses, but interestingly enough, we got some surprises especially on the language of the theses and the gender on students.
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**Integrating mobile orienteering to team forming activity in a software engineering course**

One of the most important skills software engineers need when entering work life is working in teams, including communicating, collaborating, as well as coordinating work in a team. This paper presents a team building activity aiming to support the first phases of team formation with a mobile orienteering activity. Created tasks at orienteering checkpoints were related to communication, collaboration and work division. Students were enthusiastic about the activity and expressed in their group reports on the activity that it supported the team building activity well, helped break the ice and supported agreeing the ways of working. Students also liked getting out of the classroom. The approach seems promising and we will investigate in the future similar type of activities in the first phases of team formation as well as will explore further integrating physical activity to the exercise sessions.
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**Longitudinal study on text entry by gazing and smiling**

This study presents the results of a longitudinal study on multimodal text entry where objects were selected by gazing and smiling. Gaze was used to point at the desired characters and smiling movements were performed to select them. Participants (N=12) took part in the experiments where they entered text for a total of 2.5 hours in ten 15-minute-long sessions during one-month time period. The results showed that the text entry rate improved with practice from 4.1 to 6.7 words per minute. However, the learning curve had not reached its plateau phase at the end of the experiment. Subjective ratings showed that the participants appreciated this multimodal technique.

**General information**
Design-inclusive UX research: design as a part of doing user experience research

Since the third wave in human–computer interaction (HCI), research on user experience (UX) has gained momentum within the HCI community. The focus has shifted from systematic usability requirements and measures towards guidance on designing for experiences. This is a big change, since design has traditionally not played a large role in HCI research. Yet, the literature addressing this shift in focus is very limited. We believe that the field of UX research can learn from a field where design and experiential aspects have always been important: design research. In this article, we discuss why design is needed in UX research and how research that includes design as a part of research aimed at supporting and advancing UX design practice. We do this by investigating types of design-inclusive UX research and by learning from real-life cases of UX-related design research. We report the results of an interview study with 41 researchers in three academic research units where design research meets UX research. Based on our interview findings, and building on existing literature, we describe the different roles design can play in research projects. We also report how design research results can inform designing for experience methodologically or by providing new knowledge on UX. The results are presented in a structured palette that can help UX researchers reflect and focus more on design in their research projects, thereby tackling experience design challenges in their own research.
Pointing and Selecting with Facial Activity

The aim of this paper was to evaluate the use of three facial actions (i.e. frowning, raising the eyebrows, and smiling) in selecting objects on a computer screen when gaze was used for pointing. Dwell time is the most commonly used selection technique in gaze-based interaction, and thus, a dwell time of 400 ms was used as a reference selection technique. A wireless, head-mounted prototype device that carried out eye tracking and contactless, capacitive measurement of facial actions was used for the interaction task. Participants (N=16) performed point-and-select tasks with three pointing distances (i.e. 60, 120 and 240 mm) and three target sizes (i.e. 25, 30 and 40 mm). Task completion times, pointing errors and throughput values based on Fitts' law were used to compare the selection techniques. The participants also rated the techniques with subjective ratings scales. The results showed that the different techniques performed equally well in many respects. However, throughput values varied from 8.38 bits/s (raising the eyebrows) to 15.33 bits/s (smiling) and were comparable to or, in the case of smiling, better than in earlier research with similar interaction techniques. The dwell time was found to be the least accurate selection technique in terms of the magnitudes of point-and-select errors. Smiling technique was rated as more accurate to use than the frowning or the raising techniques. The results give further support for methods that combine facial behavior to eye tracking when interacting with technology.
A Case Study on Participatory Approach to Support Shift to Experience Design of Work Tools in B2B Context

To support the shift from technology-driven to experience-driven design in a company developing work tools (materials handling equipment), we developed and applied a participatory approach to increase awareness and buy-in of experience design and related methods at the company. We 1) present user experience (UX) design guidelines developed for both designers and managers based on the participatory process, 2) report evaluation of the guidelines with designers, developers, and selected internal and external stakeholders, and 3) present a participatory approach to create personas and experience journey maps covering the product life-cycle. SWOT analysis of the guidelines revealed that guidelines need to be understandable without expert UX knowledge, managerial support is needed that was aimed to be supported by the guidelines developed for managers, and representative user participation is needed. Participants experienced positively the applied participatory approach, and the mindset change is proceeding in the case company.
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Digital storytelling promoting twenty-first century skills and student engagement

This article presents results on how students became engaged and motivated when using digital storytelling in knowledge creation in Finland, Greece and California. The theoretical framework is based on sociocultural theories. Learning is seen as a result of dialogical interactions between people, substances and artefacts. This approach has been used in the creation of the Global Sharing Pedagogy (GSP) model for the empirical study of student levels of engagement in learning twenty-first century skills. This model presents a set of conceptual mediators for student-driven knowledge creation, collaboration, networking and digital literacy. Data from 319 students were collected using follow-up questionnaires after the digital storytelling project. Descriptive statistical methods, correlations, analysis of variance and regression analysis were used. The mediators of the GSP model strongly predicted student motivation and enthusiasm as well as their learning outcomes. The digital storytelling project, using the technological platform Mobile Video Experience (MoViE), was very successful in teaching twenty-first century skills.
Embedded Linux Controlled Sensor Network

This study utilizes a simple model for constructing sensor nodes – master controller combinations in the Internet of Things. The model combines hardware and software for embedded systems which measure a predefined set of parameters. The master controller manages several sensor nodes, collects data from them and provides data for clients. The paper introduces a proof-of-concept implementation based on the model. The implementation uses an embedded Linux based small computer and microcontroller based sensor nodes in the context of condition measurement, and represents a way to use wireless data transfer between controller and nodes. The target of this study was to test the model, to determine how well a cost-efficient single-board computer could be used to gather sensory data from several sensor nodes, and how this data can be provided for clients over the public Internet.
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Enabling Centralised Management of Local Sensor Data Refinement in Machine Fleets

In modern mobile machines, a lot of measurement data is available to generate information about machine performance. Exploiting it locally in machines would enable optimising their operation and, thus, yield competitive advantage and reduce environmental load due to reduced emissions. However, optimisation requires extensive knowledge about machine performance and characteristics in various conditions. As physical machines may be located geographically far from each other, the management of ever evolving knowledge is challenging. This study introduces a software concept to enable centralised management of data refinement performed locally in the machines of a geographically distributed fleet. It facilitates data utilisation in end user applications that provide useful information for operators in the field. Whatever the further data analysis requirements are, multiple preprocessing tasks are performed: it enables outlier limit configuration, the calculation of derived variables, data set categorisation and context recognition. A functional prototype has been implemented for the refinement of real operational data collected from forestry machines. The results show that the concept has considerable potential to bring added value for enterprises due to improved possibilities in managing data utilisation.

Exploring ScrumBut—An empirical study of Scrum anti-patterns

Abstract The wide-spread adoption of the agile movement has rapidly changed the landscape of software industry. In particular, Scrum is an agile process framework that has become extremely popular in industry. However, the practical implementation of Scrum in companies rarely follows the text book ideals, as companies often deviate from the proposed Scrum practices for various reasons. While some deviations may be well motivated and reasonable, companies can also be tempted to adjust Scrum for the company without clearly understanding the consequences of the deviations. In this paper our aim is to identify ways of potentially harmful mishandling of Scrum in industry based on empirical data collected in semi-structured interviews involving 18 teams in 11 companies. The (mal)practices that were identified at least in three different teams are presented in a semi-formal manner as anti-patterns. The study resulted in 14 anti-patterns that express the context of the deviation, the deviation itself, the broken core principles of Scrum, and the possible consequences of the deviation. In addition, where available, we have included company recommendations regarding the deviations. Furthermore, we identify potential risk areas in Scrum based on an analysis of the relationships between anti-patterns and Scrum concepts.
How to Evaluate the Social Effects and User Experience of Systems Enhancing Collocated Interactions?

Enhancing collocated interactions with interactive technology has quickly gained plenty of interest in the HCI community. Our approach within this research domain is to design and study mobile and wearable technology that encourages and motivates social interaction between collocated people. This paper sheds light on the considerations related to evaluating systems that address the complex and delicate issues related to social interaction. How do we evaluate the effectiveness of enhancing social interaction? How do we know if a system or a prototype is of high quality? What are the quality attributes? We highlight various evaluation challenges we have encountered in our studies and provide considerations for future research.
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Instrumentation-Driven Validation of Dataflow Applications
Dataflow modeling offers a myriad of tools for designing and optimizing signal processing systems. A designer is able to take advantage of dataflow properties to effectively tune the system in connection with functionality and different performance metrics. However, a disparity in the specification of dataflow properties and the final implementation can lead
to incorrect behavior that is difficult to detect. This motivates the problem of ensuring consistency between dataflow properties that are declared or otherwise assumed as part of dataflow-based application models, and the dataflow behavior that is exhibited by implementations that are derived from the models. In this paper, we address this problem by introducing a novel dataflow validation framework (DVF) that is able to identify disparities between an application’s formal dataflow representation and its implementation. DVF works by instrumenting the implementation of an application and monitoring the instrumentation data as the application executes. This monitoring process is streamlined so that DVF achieves validation without major overhead. We demonstrate the utility of our DVF through design and implementation case studies involving an automatic speech recognition application, a JPEG encoder, and an acoustic tracking application.
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Mobile Interactions Augmented by Wearable Computing: a Design Space and Vision
Wearable computing has a huge potential to shape the way we interact with mobile devices in the future. Interaction with mobile devices is still mainly limited to visual output and tactile finger-based input. Despite the visions of next-generation mobile interaction, the hand-held form factor hinders new interaction techniques becoming commonplace. In contrast, wearable devices and sensors are intended for more continuous and close-to-body use. This makes it possible to design novel wearable-augmented mobile interaction methods—both explicit and implicit. For example, the EEG signal from a wearable breast strap could be used to identify user status and change the device state accordingly implicit and the optical tracking with a head-mounted camera could be used to recognize gestural input explicit. In this paper, the authors outline the design space for how the existing and envisioned wearable devices and sensors could augment mobile interaction.
techniques. Based on designs and discussions in a recently organized workshop on the topic as well as other related work, the authors present an overview of this design space and highlight some use cases that underline the potential therein.
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**Private cloud deployment model in open-source mobile robots ecosystem**

The focus of this paper is on secure cloud service platform for mobile robots ecosystem. Especially the emphasis is based on the scope of open-source software frameworks such as Apache Hadoop which offers numerous possibilities to employ open-source designing tools and deployment models for private cloud computing planning. This paper presents implementation of the OpenCRP (Open CloudRobotic Platform) locally-operated private cloud infrastructure and configuration methods by using Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS) for easing the ecosystem communications set-up in its entirety. For robot teleoperation, ROS (Robot Operating System) is used. The presented ecosystem utilizes security features for autonomous cloud robotic platform, software tools to manage user authentication and methods for large-scale robot-based data management and analysis. In addition to robot trial set-up of robot data storage and sharing, an ecosystem built with two low-cost mobile robots is presented.
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Software Developers as Users: Developer Experience of a Cross-Platform Integrated Development Environment

Software development is professional activity that demands a plethora of skills and qualities from the developer. For instance, developers need technical skills to create the code that implements the running software and social skills to be able to collaborate with peer developers and with various stakeholders. Development is an endeavor towards building complex systems that realize user and business requirements in technologically sophisticated manner. Considering the challenges of software development, developer experience is a highly unstudied topic. Developers are users of multifaceted development tools such as integrated development environments. Yet, little is known of how to support developers in their demanding tasks. This paper presents early results towards increasing the understanding of developer experience in order to enable improvement of development tools to better support software developers in their activities.

We present qualitative results of a survey study with 45 developers from 21 countries considering developers’ perception of a particular integrated development environment.

Towards Agile Enterprise Data Warehousing

Traditional business intelligence and data warehouse projects are very much sequential in nature. The process starts with data preparation and continues with the reporting needed by business measurements. This is somewhat similar to the waterfall model of software development and also shares some of its problems: the work is done in serial manner and the reaction time for possible design changes is often long. Agile principles are not well supported by the traditional serial workflow. By making the data preparation and reporting tasks parallel, it is possible to gain several advantages, such as shorter lead time and shorter feedback cycle. The solution proposed in this paper is based on enriched conceptual model that enables the business intelligence implementation process of different teams to change from serial to parallel workflow.

Keywords–data w
Context Awareness for Navigation Applications

This thesis examines the topic of context awareness for navigation applications and asks the question, "What are the benefits and constraints of introducing context awareness in navigation?" Context awareness can be defined as a computer’s ability to understand the situation or context in which it is operating. In particular, we are interested in how context awareness can be used to understand the navigation needs of people using mobile computers, such as smartphones, but context awareness can also benefit other types of navigation users, such as maritime navigators. There are countless other potential applications of context awareness, but this thesis focuses on applications related to navigation. For example, if a smartphone-based navigation system can understand when a user is walking, driving a car, or riding a train, then it can adapt its navigation algorithms to improve positioning performance.

We argue that the primary set of tools available for generating context awareness is machine learning. Machine learning is, in fact, a collection of many different algorithms and techniques for developing "computer systems that automatically improve their performance through experience" [1]. This thesis examines systematically the ability of existing algorithms from machine learning to endow computing systems with context awareness. Specifically, we apply machine learning techniques to tackle three different tasks related to context awareness and having applications in the field of navigation: (1) to recognize the activity of a smartphone user in an indoor office environment, (2) to recognize the mode of motion that a smartphone user is undergoing outdoors, and (3) to determine the optimal path of a ship traveling through ice-covered waters. The diversity of these tasks was chosen intentionally to demonstrate the breadth of problems encompassed by the topic of context awareness.

During the course of studying context awareness, we adopted two conceptual "frameworks," which we find useful for the purpose of solidifying the abstract concepts of context and context awareness. The first such framework is based strongly on the writings of a rhetorician from Hellenistic Greece, Hermagoras of Temnos, who defined seven elements of "circumstance". We adopt these seven elements to describe contextual information. The second framework, which we dub the "context pyramid" describes the processing of raw sensor data into contextual information in terms of six different levels. At the top of the pyramid is "rich context", where the information is expressed in prose, and the goal for the computer is to mimic the way that a human would describe a situation.

We are still a long way off from computers being able to match a human’s ability to understand and describe context, but this thesis improves the state-of-the-art in context awareness for navigation applications. For some particular tasks, machine learning has succeeded in outperforming humans, and in the future there are likely to be tasks in navigation where computers outperform humans. One example might be the route optimization task described above. This is an example of a task where many different types of information must be fused in non-obvious ways, and it may be that computer algorithms can find better routes through ice-covered waters than even well-trained human navigators. This thesis provides only preliminary evidence of this possibility, and future work is needed to further develop the techniques outlined here. The same can be said of the other two navigation-related tasks examined in this thesis.
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Dual-Mode Congestion Control Mechanism for Video Service

Video services represent over a half of Internet traffic. However, there is not any congestion control mechanism which would be suitable and widely used for all kinds of video services. This paper provides a study in which this kind of congestion control mechanism is further developed and improved based on the findings of our previous study. This mechanism offers a specific approach for congestion control because it can offer dual-mode congestion control services. There is a backward loading mode where the bandwidth is given away to other connections after the load level of a network exceeds a certain level. Instead, the other mode, a real-time mode, always wants its fair share of the bandwidth.

Priority Queue Classes with Priority Update

A limitation in the design of the interface of C++ containers (i.e., data structure implementations) is addressed. Priority queues and their use in Dijkstra's shortest path search algorithm are used as an example. Priority queues are often implemented using heaps. There is a problem, however: it may be necessary to change the priority of an element while it is in the queue, but finding the element from within a heap is costly. The problem may be solved by keeping track, in a variable that is outside the heap, of the position of the element in the heap. Unfortunately, this is impossible with the template class interface used by the C++ standard library priority queue. In this research, the problem is analysed in detail. Three interface designs and the corresponding implementations are suggested. They are compared experimentally to each other and the C++ design.
Rapid Customization of Image Processors Using Halide

Image processing applications typically involve data-oriented kernels with limited control divergence. In order to efficiently exploit the data level parallelism, image processors include SIMD instructions and other parallel computation resources. Generic processors that can be purchased off-the-shelf are adequate for most of the use scenarios of image processing. However, especially with embedded mobile devices, they might not be optimal for the algorithm, the environment, or the energy budget at hand. Such cases call for programmable customized architectures with just enough hardware resources to ensure the high priority applications reach their real time goals with minimal overheads. In order to maintain high engineer productivity, implementing image algorithms for customized processors should be as easy as with standard processors. This is emphasized at the processor codesign time; because the program is used to drive the processor design space exploration towards an optimized architecture, assembly programming is not feasible due to the required porting effort whenever the architecture is modified. In this paper we propose an image processor customization flow that exploits the domain-specific Halide language as an input to a processor co-design environment. In addition to efficiently exploiting standard resources in the customized processors, the flow provides an easy way to invoke special instructions from Halide programs. We validate the performance benefits of custom operations using example filters described with the Halide language.
Improving Code Density with Variable Length Encoding Aware Instruction Scheduling

Variable length encoding can considerably decrease code size in VLIW processors by reducing the number of bits wasted on encoding No Operations (NOPs). A processor may have different instruction templates where different execution slots are implicitly NOPs, but all combinations of NOPs may not be supported by the instruction templates. The efficiency of the NOP encoding can be improved by the compiler trying to place NOPs in such way that the usage of implicit NOPs is maximized. Two different methods of optimizing the use of the implicit NOP slots are evaluated: (a) prioritizing function units that have fewer implicit NOPs associated with them and (b) a post-pass to the instruction scheduler which utilizes the slack of the schedule by rescheduling operations with slack into different instruction words so that the available instruction templates are better utilized. Three different methods for selecting basic blocks to apply FU prioritization on are also analyzed: always, always outside inner loops, and only outside inner loops only in basic blocks after testing where it helped to decrease code size. The post-pass optimizer alone saved an average of 2.4 % and a maximum of 10.5 % instruction memory, without performance loss. Prioritizing function units in only those basic blocks where it helped gave the best case instruction memory savings of 10.7 % and average savings of 3.0 % in exchange for an average 0.3 % slowdown. Applying both of the optimizations together gave the best case code size decrease of 12.2 % and an average of 5.4 %, while performance decreased on average by 0.1 %.
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Integer Linear Programming-Based Scheduling for Transport Triggered Architectures

Static multi-issue machines, such as traditional Very Long Instructional Word (VLIW) architectures, move complexity from the hardware to the compiler. This is motivated by the ability to support high degrees of instruction-level parallelism without requiring complicated scheduling logic in the processor hardware. The simpler-control hardware results in reduced area and power consumption, but leads to a challenge of engineering a compiler with good code-generation quality.

Transport triggered architectures (TTA), and other so-called exposed datapath architectures, take the compiler-oriented philosophy even further by pushing more details of the datapath under software control. The main benefit of this is the reduced register file pressure, with a drawback of adding even more complexity to the compiler side.

In this article, we propose an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)-based instruction scheduling model for TTAs. The model describes the architecture characteristics, the particular processor resource constraints, and the operation dependencies of the scheduled program. The model is validated and measured by compiling application kernels to various TTAs with a different number of datapath components and connectivity. In the best case, the cycle count is reduced to 52% when compared to a heuristic scheduler. In addition to producing shorter schedules, the number of register accesses in the compiled programs is generally notably less than those with the heuristic scheduler; in the best case, the ILP scheduler reduced the number of register file reads to 33% of the heuristic results and register file writes to 18%. On the other hand, as expected, the ILP-based scheduler uses distinctly more time to produce a schedule than the heuristic scheduler, but the compilation time is within tolerable limits for production-code generation.

Large-Scale Water Simulation in Games

Water is an important element in the nature. It is also often encountered in digital games and other virtual environments, but unfortunately interaction with it is typically very limited. The main reason for this is probably the immense
computational cost of simulating water behavior. Simulating water and other fluids by numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equations is commonplace for offline engineering applications such as bridge building, weather prediction, or aeronautics. Since the 1990s, these methods have also been applied to computer graphics, but the focus has been in offline applications such as movie special effects. Recent advances in programmable graphics hardware have facilitated real-time fluid simulation in a large enough scale to be applicable in games. This far these methods have been mostly used in games only for visual purposes. This thesis is motivated by the wish to see more games where also the gameplay is affected by water simulation.

The first part of this thesis studies the roles of interactive water in different kinds of games. Requirements for water simulation methods are formulated by examining those roles. The thesis then introduces some background theory and various methods for water simulation. The focus is in heightfield-based methods, which simplify the problem by assuming that the water surface can be represented as a vertical displacement from a neutral level. This assumption allows very large amounts of water to be simulated with the very limited resources available for this purpose in a typical game. Most of these methods work on a heightfield terrain and can be enriched with fully 3D effects such as splashes and waterfalls by adding a particle simulation system.

An important problem is coupling the water simulation with existing rigid body simulations that are largely used for the dynamics of game objects. The coupling includes effects such as floating, objects moving with the flow, and building dams out of bodies. The thesis introduces a new heightfield-based coupling method, which allows the building of dams from rigid bodies in the heightfield context, unlike the previous approaches. The proposed methods, including the underlying water simulation method and visualization, were implemented in parallel using graphics processing units. The methods were found to be fast enough to be applicable in games.

Finally, the most promising current simulation methods are compared from a games point-of-view using the criteria set in the beginning: performance, simplicity, visual quality, richness of behavior, and rigid body coupling. Since quality of experience is a subjective matter, user tests are recommended for comparison. Included in the thesis is one of the first such studies, which found out that leaving out the velocity self-advection step of a shallow water equation solver had no statistically significant effect on any of the measured psychological impacts. Based on the analysis, recommendations for the choice of simulation methods are given for different kinds of games.
Survey and evaluation of neural computation models for bio-integrated systems

Integrating neurobiological cultures with computer systems presents an opportunity to enhance computational energy efficiency. These Bio-Integrated Systems (BISs) require knowledge about structure and behavior of neural components and their interfacing. In the early design phases, modeling neurons offers cost, failure-free and retrial benefits compared to laboratory grown neural networks. The usefulness of these models lays in characteristics of being realistic but also computationally efficient.

This survey reviews computational models of spiking neurons and their changes in connections, known as plasticity. The review studies models that are faithful to real neural cultures, and are computational efficient for real-time BISs. Also, criteria and methods for comparing models with ‘in-vitro’ experiments are reviewed to conclude on the level of realism of models in comparison with biological setups. Izhikevich’s model of spiking neurons is recommended due to its accuracy in reproducing real neural firing patterns, computational efficiency, and ease of parameter adjustment. The model of Spike-timing dependent plasticity is recommended as current basis for representing neuron changes in connections. For the analysis of network connectivity and connectivity changes in BIS, the Cox method is recommended because it evaluates connections based on activities from all recorded neurons as opposed to pair-wise approaches.
Integrating UX Work in Agile Enterprise Software Development

Agile development methodologies have become the norm in software development. Simultaneously, user experience (UX) has become an increasingly important factor in the success or failure of software systems. However, agile methodologies do not give guidance on how to conduct UX work. Companies encounter challenges in UX work despite the previous academic research activities in order to integrate UX work with agile development practices.

This doctoral thesis investigates how to integrate UX work as part of agile development of enterprise software, where other factors such as business benefits often overrule end user needs. The thesis studies tasks and goals of which agile UX work consists of, challenges companies encounter while integrating UX work with agile development, and actions that support the integration. This thesis consists of nine publications and an introductory part. The research has been conducted in seven Finland-based companies over the years 2011 to 2014. The research approach of the thesis is inductive, aiming at explaining and structuring the studied phenomena based on empirical findings. The main data gathering methods include surveys and interviews. Most of the study participants were agile projects’ team members, but also end users and other roles significant to research and development activities in companies.

The main contributions of this thesis address the research questions of challenging issues in the integration of agile development and UX, tasks and goals related to UX, and activities that support the integration. We present a framework called BoB (Best of Both Worlds) for integrating UX work in agile enterprise software development. While most of the previous models for agile UX concentrate on integrating the role of UX specialist responsible for the UX work, BoB approaches the integration via UX tasks and shared ownership of the cross-functional team including software developers and UX specialists.

The results convey the conclusion that agile UX work should be collaborative effort with several contributing roles. BoB structures UX work via UX tasks unlike the previous models for agile UX work and partially merges upfront design work with development iterations.
**MergeTree: a HLBVH Constructor for Mobile Systems**

Powerful hardware accelerators have been recently developed that put interactive ray-tracing even in the reach of mobile devices. However, supplying the rendering unit with up-to-date acceleration trees remains difficult, so the rendered scenes are mostly static. The restricted memory bandwidth of a mobile device is a challenge with applying GPU-based tree construction algorithms. This paper describes MergeTree, a BVH tree constructor architecture based on the HLBVH algorithm, whose main features of interest are a streaming hierarchy emitter, an external sorting algorithm with provably minimal memory usage, and a hardware priority queue used to accelerate the external sort. In simulations, the resulting unit is faster by a factor of three than the state-of-the-art hardware builder based on the binned SAH sweep algorithm.
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**Refactoring - a Shot in the Dark?**

A study performed semistructured interviews of 12 seasoned software architects and developers at nine Finnish companies. Its main goals were to find out how the practitioners viewed the role and importance of refactoring, and how and when they refactored. Another goal was to see whether shortened cycle times and, especially, continuous-deployment practices affected how and when refactoring was done. The results paint a multifaceted picture with some common patterns. The respondents considered refactoring to be valuable but had difficulty explaining and justifying it to management and customers. Refactoring often occurred in conjunction with the development of new features because it seemed to require a clear business need. The respondents didn’t use measurements to quantify the need for or impact of refactoring. This article is part of a special issue on Refactoring.
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Exercise apps cure the sitting disease
A sedentary lifestyle is the bane of our modern society and affects both body and mind. But help may be closer than you think – in your pocket. Can a mobile application get us up from our office chairs and start exercising?

LOGDIG Log File Analyzer for Mining Expected Behavior from Log Files
Log files are often the only way to identify and locate errors in a deployed system. This paper presents a new log file analyzing framework, LOGDIG, for checking expected system behavior from log files. LOGDIG is a generic framework, but it is motivated by logs that include temporal data (timestamps) and system-specific data (e.g. spatial data with coordinates of moving objects), which are present e.g. in Real Time Passenger Information Systems (RTPIS). The behavior mining in LOGDIG is state-machine-based, where a search algorithm in states tries to find desired events (by certain accuracy) from log files. That is different from related work, in which transitions are directly connected to lines of log files. LOGDIG reads any log files and uses metadata to interpret input data. The output is static behavioral knowledge and human friendly composite log for reporting results in legacy tools. Field data from a commercial RTPIS called ELMI is used as a proof-of-concept case study. LOGDIG can also be configured to analyze other systems log files by its flexible metadata formats and a new behavior mining language.
Semantics analyzing expression editors in IP-XACT design tool Kactus2

This paper presents parameter and expression editors of the design tool Kactus2. It is aimed at digital System-on-Chip (SoC) designs based on IEEE 1685 IP-XACT XML metadata standard. SoC's are constructed by assembling parametrized components using generators for hardware language code and design configuration. The key challenges are the management of dependencies between thousands of parameters, as well as immediate validation and evaluation while editing. The expression editor in this paper has been designed to overcome these challenges. The editors include real-time syntax, semantic analysis and the use of UUIDs behind user displayed parameter names. The implementations for these have been published in Kactus2 v2.8 open source code, written in C++/Qt5, and consisting of 3000 LoC in the release. An independent industrial user on the SoC domain has verified the correctness, completeness and usability of the new solutions. The designed editors significantly improve the SoC parameter editing and design configuration.

Collecting issue management data for analysis with a unified model and API descriptions
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ICDO: Integrated Cloud-based Development Tool for DevOps
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Decision-Making Framework for Refactoring
Refactoring has been defined as improving code quality without affecting its functionality. When refactoring is overlooked in daily development, the likelihood of larger refactorings increases with time. Disadvantages of larger refactorings include that they disrupt the daily work, require additional planning effort, and often they need to be justified to stakeholders. In this paper, we investigate with interviews how professionals make refactoring decisions. As a result, we present a framework for decision making for larger refactoring operations describing the key stages in a refactoring workflow. Furthermore, one actual industry case of refactoring decision making is presented in detail.
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Mobile Applications to Support Physical Exercise - Motivational Factors and Design Strategies
The growing incidence of health problems attributed to contemporary lifestyles, and the limited resources of healthcare, has led several stakeholders to look for alternative preventive healthcare methods. Physical exercise has many good effects for health, but people often lack motivation towards it. Smartphone applications can act as motivational tools, as they are accessible, mobile, and have suitable technological abilities. During past 10 years, a large number of mobile exercise applications have been launched and, increasingly, wellness technologies have been researched in the field of human-computer interaction (HCI). However, the field lacks a comprehensive overview of the design strategies related to motivational exercise applications. Additionally, research in the field has mostly been conducted in western cultures, and perspectives from the developing world are missing.
This thesis explores the design space of mobile applications that aim to motivate the users to engage in physical exercise. The main foci of the research were to identify the motivational factors towards the use of mobile exercise applications and to formulate a comprehensive overview of design strategies for motivational, mobile exercise applications. The results were gained from a constructive design research process that included user studies, concepting and evaluation of motivational exercise applications, a cross study analysis of motivational factors, and formulating design strategies. The user studies were conducted in Finland and India with working-age participants.

Based on a rich set of empirical studies, this research produces insights for a wide set of motivational factors towards the use of mobile exercise applications. It points out differences in motivational factors between Finnish and Indian participants. For example, the use of surprising elements and certain playful elements as sources of motivation appealed to Indian participants more than Finns, who, in general, had a more pragmatic perspective towards the exercise applications. Finns were motivated by viewing their goals and progress by numbers and graphs, while Indians did not adopt the numerical approaches. The second outcome of the research is a comprehensive, structured and focused model of design strategies for motivational, mobile exercise applications. The model includes 34 design strategies divided into six dimensions. Nine of the strategies are India specific. The design strategies can be utilised in the design work of future exercise applications.
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Visualizing Big Data with Augmented and Virtual Reality: Challenges and Research Agenda
This paper provides a multi-disciplinary overview of the research issues and achievements in the field of Big Data and its visualization techniques and tools. The main aim is to summarize challenges in visualization methods for existing Big Data, as well as to offer novel solutions for issues related to the current state of Big Data Visualization. This paper provides a classification of existing data types, analytical methods, visualization techniques and tools, with a particular emphasis placed on surveying the evolution of visualization methodology over the past years. Based on the results, we reveal disadvantages of existing visualization methods. Despite the technological development of the modern world, human involvement (interaction), judgment and logical thinking are necessary while working with Big Data. Therefore, the role of human perceptual limitations involving large amounts of information is evaluated. Based on the results, a non-traditional approach is proposed: we discuss how the capabilities of Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality could be applied to the field of Big Data Visualization. We discuss the promising utility of Mixed Reality technology integration with applications in Big Data Visualization. Placing the most essential data in the central area of the human visual field in Mixed Reality would allow one to obtain the presented information in a short period of time without significant data losses due to human perceptual issues. Furthermore, we discuss the impacts of new technologies, such as Virtual Reality displays and Augmented Reality helmets on the Big Data visualization as well as to the classification of the main challenges of integrating the technology.
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Global vs. Local - Experiences from a Distributed Software Project Course Using Agile Methodologies

Global software engineering (GSE) has become common in the software industry. Distributed development work comes with many challenges, especially related to communication and coordination. Thus, it is essential to also teach and prepare the new population of software engineers to be aware of – and familiar with – these hurdles. We addressed this need by arranging a joint (agile) software project course between universities in Finland and Norway. We had three teams – one with students from both countries and two with students from the Norwegian university only. The students were given a teacher mentor, a handbook on agile practices and state-of-the-art tools for project management and software development. Apart from monitoring the teams' progress, we also collected data from emails, questionnaires, student reports and interviews during and after the project. The main lesson learned is that the global and local teams are mostly facing the same challenges - especially when it comes to team building, clear project roles, and communication and management issues. Ultimately, our results show that the challenges were harder to solve by the global team and that not solving challenges in a timely manner had more serious consequences.
Continuous User Experience Development

Continuous approaches for software engineering such as continuous planning, development, and operations are becoming increasingly popular in agile software companies. It means that also user-centered design practitioners and practices need to adapt to both possibilities and challenges the increasingly rapid and more tightly integrated software engineering environment induces. Such issues include planning continuously throughout the life cycle instead of upfront planning, delivering user value whenever something is ready instead of delivering working software at the end of time-boxed iterations, and experimenting with real users instead of conducting traditional user studies and tests. In this position paper we discuss how user experience work can be organized with continuous software development.

Task allocation between UX specialists and developers in agile software development projects

Synchronizing efforts between developers and user experience (UX) specialists is one of the major challenges in agile UX work. In this paper, we report results of a study conducted over a release cycle of six agile software development projects in five companies, considering the task allocation and cooperation in the team. Team members (N = 31), including product owners, UX specialists, and developers, reported weekly on the UX-related tasks they had contributed to and whether the UX specialist had participated. We identified three forms of cooperation: minimal, product owner–UX specialist, and developer–UX specialist. Our study suggests that for projects operating in the minimal cooperation mode, the collaboration concentrates on the user interface (UI) design, while other aspects of UX work are downplayed. At the same time, many UX-related tasks were successfully handled by developers alone. Therefore, to support UX work integration, we suggest a task-oriented integration approach for projects with minimal UX resources.
The Next Level of User Experience of Cloud Storage Services: Supporting Collaboration with Social Features

Nowadays, individuals' personal data is at their disposal real-time from any device through cloud storage services (CSS). Such services enable new kinds of collaboration between individuals and have fundamental impact on how we organize and share our data. Nevertheless, only a few studies have been made on the user experience (UX) of such services. This paper reports the user experience of different CSSs (focusing on Drop box, Google Drive, One Drive, and iCloud) based on 19 interviews and 65 survey responses. The results include reasons for the most positive and negative experiences and descriptions of current habits and motivations of the CSS users. As the current use of CSSs is still mostly individual we investigate the potential of taking the UX of CSSs to the next level by integrating different social features to current CSSs. We conclude the paper by explaining the importance of different Cloud UX aspects in CSS context and suggesting design implications improving UX for CSSs.
Unified Model for Software Engineering Data

Software process data is available in several tools such as version control systems, issue trackers and test and build systems to name a few. Using the data gathered in these software engineering tools would be ideal for collecting different kinds of software processes and product metrics as the data is already automatically gathered by the tools. However, the tools present and store the data in various formats. The data collection methods and interfaces also vary between the tools. This closes the software engineering data into silos and makes it hard to build reusable analysis and visualizations for the data.

In this position paper we present a unified model for software engineering data and a framework for data collection, conversion and storing that utilizes our model. The aim of the model is to define a common format for software engineering data which is not dependent on specific software engineering tools or the software engineering process and thus can be used as a basis for building reusable visualization and analysis components. To demonstrate that we can build reusable visualization plugins on top of the framework, we created a timeline visualization plugin. The visualization plugin is used to visualize two data sets from industrial software projects that have different contexts and semantics.
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Overcoming challenges in agile user experience work: Cross-case analysis of two large software organizations
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Surveys of daily information security of citizens in Finland
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Understanding the most influential user experiences in successful and unsuccessful technology adoptions

Abstract Understanding processes underlying technology adoption or non-adoption is an important research theme often addressed using the technology acceptance model (TAM) approach. The objective of this research was to investigate most influential user experiences in successful and unsuccessful technology adoptions using user experience related concepts and methods in conjunction with the TAM. Participants (N = 76) described their most influential user experiences related to one successful and one unsuccessful technology adoption process and evaluated both experiences using rating scales, including the central TAM related scales and user experience related scales probing emotions, psychological needs, user values, task load, and the impact of technology on the user's well-being. The results suggested that user experience and technology acceptance related viewpoints can complement each other in order to gain a more holistic understanding of the factors affecting the success or failure of technology adoptions, and the results showed how these variables typically behave in both contexts. The overall valence of user experience was significantly affected by perceived usefulness, the fulfillment of psychological needs, and the salience of negative emotions in the most influential user experiences of successful adoptions, and by perceived usefulness, output quality, and the salience of negative emotions in the unsuccessful adoptions.
Mashing Up Software Issue Management, Development, and Usage Data

Modern software development approaches rely extensively on tools. Motivated by practices such as continuous integration, deployment and delivery, these tools are used in a fashion where data are automatically accumulated in different databases as a side-effect of everyday development activities. In this paper we introduce an approach for software engineering data visualization as a mash up that combines data from issue management, software development and production use. The visualization can show to all stakeholders how well continuous delivery is realized in the project. The visualization clearly shows the time spent to specify and develop the features as well the length of the delivery cycle. Furthermore the visualization shows how much work is unfinished and waiting for delivery. This can help the development team to decrease the amount of unfinished work and by that help them to keep up in continuous delivery mindset. In addition to development data usage of the features is also visualized.
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Gathering useful programming data; Analysis and insights from real-time collaborative editing

Traditionally, collaborative coding has been practiced in open source communities where cooperation has mostly taken place on a coordination level. Nowadays, web technology is sufficiently advanced to enable collaborative coding in real-time as group work, which eases communication in software development. In this paper this phenomenon has been studied from a knowledge transfer and learning perspective. With the aid of two different example cases (code camps), we have examined the possibilities and challenges in learning during real-time group work. Additionally, we have evaluated the effect of the structure of log data created during software development. The research frame for this study is the utilization of log data visualization in evaluating group work and further improvement of the visualization in order to support software development.
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Data Intensive Computing: From Modeling to Implementation
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**Collaborative cloud-based management of home networks**

Future home networks are expected to become extremely sophisticated, yet only the most technically adept persons are equipped with skills to manage them. In this paper, we provide a novel solution as to how complex smart home networks can be collaboratively managed with the assistance of operators and third party experts. Our solution rests in separating the management and control functionalities of the home access points and routers, away from the actual connectivity, traffic forwarding and routing operations within the home network. By so doing, we present a novel REST-based architecture in which the management of the home network can be hosted in an entirely separate, external cloud-based infrastructure, which models the network within the home as a resource graph.

**E-learning of ethics, awareness, hacking and research by information security majors**

Some earlier courses were reorganized in 2013 to construct a syllabus for the information security major at Tampere University of Technology, a 30 ECTS credit unit package in the 300-cu master's degree. As their other subjects the students may have for instance communications or software engineering, or information management. This paper describes how the compulsory courses introduce four important but not very technical engineering skills using mainly an e-learning approach. The reasons for such an approach is to save resources in the very beginning – because of the large number of students heading for other majors – and after that to offer flexibility in scheduling to serve the elective courses, as well as the studies of other disciplines – those that provide a need for security. The four topic areas are ethics of individuals and organizations, personal awareness of security issues, hacking, i.e. offensive way of thinking, and The described introductory stage of exposing the students’ minds to these matters does not forget innovativeness, but that remains more in the background before the students start working with cases and hands-on experiments later. The description covers four separate courses, forming a prerequisite chain. The first and last one are lecture-based and it takes at least two years to pass them; 3–4 years is more normal. The academic units are not essential here. Instead, one of the main points is the repeated exposure to the various ways of thinking. In the following summary of the succession the numbers 1–4 refer to the courses, but they can be just thought of as time-separated occasions: Ethics: 1. Laws 2. Laws 3. Ethical questions in one’s own environment – technology-related ethical questions for individuals – ethical questions for organizations. 4. Interview a security professional, ethical point of view included. Awareness: 1 & 2. Policies, guidelines and web-sites of security information. 3. Daily observations (own or from news) and actions regarding information security, 4. Campaigns etc. Hacking: 1. By-pass authentication by changing the source code of a web page. 2. -- 3. Carry out and report an exercise found at one of listed sites, 4. Laboratory exercises in hacking. Research: 1. Fill in a questionnaire resembling the one from 3rd stage. 2. -- 3. A questionnaire to five acquaintances, completed by interviewing them; deal with the results. 4. Read research papers, interview a security professional trying to generalize together with peers. The paper explains the rationale of these exposures and how they are delivered. It must be noted that not everything is compulsory for passing the courses. The paper reports observations concerning the student choices and feedback. The course #3 appears in its earlier form in [1]. The current version was updated to be two times larger and more professionally oriented. Reference: [1] Jukka A. Koskinen, Tomi O. Kelo: Pure e-learning course in information security. Proc. 2nd Int. Conf. on Security of Information and Networks, 2009. 8–13.
Embedded Multi-Core Systems Dedicated to Dynamic Dataflow Programs

Multimedia applications and embedded platforms are both becoming very complex in order to improve user experience. Thus, multimedia developers need high-level methods to automate time-consuming and error-prone tasks. Dynamic dataflow modeling is attractive to describe complex applications, such as video codecs, at a high level of abstraction. This paper presents a dataflow-based design approach to implement video codecs on embedded multi-core platforms. First, we introduce a custom architecture model to design low-power multi-core chips based on distributed memory and Transport-Triggered Architecture processor cores. Then, we describe software synthesis techniques to improve dynamic dataflow implementations. This methodology has been implemented into open-source tools and demonstrated on video decoders based on the MPEG-4 Visual standard and the new High Efficiency Video Coding standard. The simulations achieve real-time decoding (40FPS) of high definition (720P) MPEG-4 Visual video sequences on a custom multi-core platform clocked at 1Ghz, which is an improvement of more than 100 % over previously proposed implementations.
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On the Socio-Technical Dependencies in Free/Libre/Open Source Software Projects

During the course of the past two decades, Open Source Software (OSS) development model has lead to a number of projects which have produced software that rivals and in some cases even exceeds the scale and quality of the traditional software projects. Among others, Eclipse, Apache, Linux, and BSD operating system are representative examples of such success stories.

However, OSS project like traditional in-house projects, often pose the potential for enormous problems, whose effects run the gamut from immense cumulative delay through complete breakdown and failure. This situation is evident, as OSS development is a socio-technical endeavor and is non-trivial. Such development occurs within an intensively collaborative process, in which technical prowess must go hand in hand with the efficient coordination and management of a large number of social, inter-personal interactions across the development organization. Furthermore, those social and technical dimensions are not orthogonal. It has been recognized that the structure of a software product and the layout of the development organization working on that product correlate.

Therefore this thesis argue that a comprehensive understanding on the sustainable evolution of OSS projects can be gained through the examination of the mutual influence of social and technical dimensions in OSS development. Thus, the goal of this thesis is the verification and reasoning of the following proposition,

"The evolution of the Open Source Software (OSS) project is constrained by the non-orthogonal evolution of Social and Technical dimensions (often termed as Socio-Technical dependency) of such projects".

In concrete terms, this thesis investigates and measures empirically the extent to which the two dimensions of OSS projects, social and technical, approximate and influence each other during the evolution of the projects. Perceived insight is then used to build proposals that would provide empirical basis to frame theory around the affirmed proposition.

Moving towards this goal, this thesis proposes models, methods, frameworks and tool supports to measure, assess, and reason the socio-technical dependency within OSS project context. The starting point is to propose a data model to mimic the social and technical dimensions and their inter-relationships. This model is instantiated through the repository data of OSS projects that represent each of these dimensions. Then, methods and a mathematical model are proposed to derive dependency between the two dimensions, and to utilize them in measuring socio-technical dependency quantitatively. These proposals are then put into practice within distinct OSS project contexts to empirically measure and investigate socio-technical dependency. Along the process, frameworks, architectural design and corresponding tool implementations
are provided to automate the analysis and visualization of such dependency.

Reported results suggest that high degree of socio-technical congruence can be considered as the implicit underlying principle for building team collaboration and coordination within the developer community of long lived OSS projects. Even being highly distributed community of developers, and mostly using passive communication channels, OSS communities are tied together by maintaining task dependent communication. Such communication is often ad-hoc, adaptive and situated as it cope with rapid and continuous changes in the underlying software.

Additionally, collaboration among projects are significantly influenced by the resembling properties among the projects. Resembling properties (e.g., project domain, size, and programming language) often form a favorable ground, thus creating a stimuli for developers to participate in those projects.

Efficient Use of Teaching Technologies with Programming Education

Learning and teaching programming are challenging tasks that can be facilitated by using different teaching technologies. Visualization systems are software systems that can be used to help students in forming proper mental models of executed program code. They provide different visual and textual cues that help student in abstracting the meaning of a program code or an algorithm. Students also need to constantly practice the skill of programming by implementing programming assignments. These can be automatically assessed by other computer programs but parts of the evaluation need to be assessed manually by teachers or teaching assistants.

There are a lot of existing tools that provide partial solutions to the practical problems of programming courses: visualizing program code, assessing student programming submissions automatically or rubrics that help keeping manual assessment consistent. Taking these tools into use is not straightforward. To succeed, the teacher needs to find the suitable tools and properly integrate them into the course infrastructure supporting the whole learning process. As many programming courses are mass courses, it is a constant struggle between providing sufficient personal guidance and feedback while retaining a reasonable workload for the teacher.

This work answers to the question "How can the teaching of programming be effectively assisted using teaching technologies?" As a solution, different learning taxonomies are presented from Computer Science perspective and applied to visualization examples so the examples could be used to better support deeper knowledge and the whole learning process within a programming course. Then, different parts of the assessment process of programming assignments are studied to find the best practices in supporting the process, especially when multiple graders are being used, to maintain objectivity, consistency and reasonable workload in the grading.

The results of the work show that teaching technologies can be a valuable aid for the teacher to support the learning process of the students and to help in the practical organization of the course without hindering the learning results or personalized feedback the students receive from their assignments. This thesis presents new visualization categories that allow deeper cognitive development and examples on how to integrate them efficiently into the course infrastructure. This
thesis also presents a survey of computer-assisted assessment tools and assessable features for teachers to use in their programming assignments. Finally, the concept of rubric-based assessment tools is introduced to facilitate the manual assessment part of programming assignments.
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Techniques and Practices for Software Architecture Work in Agile Software Development
Since the publishing of Agile Manifesto in 2001, the agile software development has taken the world by storm. Agile software development does not emphasize the importance of software architecture, even though software architecture is often seen as a key factor for achieving the quality goals set for the software system. It has been even said that agile software development and software architecture are a clash of two cultures.

In many software projects there is no need to consider software architecture anymore. For example, when designing a mobile application, the ecosystem forces the developer to use certain architecture style provided by the platform. In web development ready-made frameworks and project templates are available offering complete software architecture designs for the application developer.

There are still domains and systems where careful architecture design is needed. When developing complex systems or systems with a long lifecycle, diligent software architecture design is a key to avoid massive rework during the development. It cannot be a coincidence that companies developing these kinds of systems struggle with agile software development the most.

On the one hand, the goal of this thesis was to study software architecture practices used in agile software development in the industry. On the other hand, the goal was to develop new methods and techniques to support incremental software architecture working practices which can be aligned with agile methods such as Scrum. The study applied case study, interviews and design science as the main research methods.

The results show that there are four main ways to carry out software architecture work while using agile methods. Basing on this result, models for aligning software architecture knowledge management were developed. These models can be used as guidelines for selecting the appropriate software architecture practices in an organization.

As a part of the research work, an architecture knowledge repository was developed for sharing the knowledge in agile projects and for automatic software architecture document generation. Additionally, the results of this study show that by taking a decision-centric approach to software architecture evaluation, the evaluation method can be lightweight enough to make incremental evaluation a viable option. Similarly, existing software architecture evaluation methods can be boosted to fit agile software development by utilizing domain knowledge.
Towards Open Data for Personal Web Tasking
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From the Internet of Things to the Internet of People
There's growing interest in developing applications for the Internet of Things. Such applications' main objective is to integrate technology into people's everyday lives, to be of service to them en masse. The form in which this integration is implemented, however, still leaves much room for improvement. Usually, the user must set parameters within the application. When the person's context changes, they have to manually reconfigure the parameters. What was meant to be a commodity in an unforeseen situation then becomes extra noise. This article describes a reference architecture that improves how people are integrated with the IoT, with smartphones doing the connecting. The resulting integration opens the way to new IoT scenarios supporting evolution towards the Internet of People.
As part of a Finnish research program, researchers interviewed 15 information and communications technology companies to determine the extent to which the companies adopted continuous deployment. They also aimed to find out why continuous deployment is considered beneficial and what the obstacles are to its full adoption. The benefits mentioned the most often were the ability to get faster feedback, the ability to deploy more often to keep customers satisfied, and improved quality and productivity. Despite understanding the benefits, none of the companies adopted a fully automatic deployment pipeline. The companies also had higher continuous-deployment capability than what they practiced. In many cases, they consciously chose to not aim for full continuous deployment. Obstacles to full adoption included domain-imposed restrictions, resistance to change, customer desires, and developers' skill and confidence.
A Comparison of Methods to Move Visual Objects Between Personal Mobile Devices in Different Contexts of Use

As people increasingly own multiple mobile and portable devices (such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops), situations where several devices are used together have become more common. A frequent problem in such situations is how to move virtual visual objects (such as content items or application windows) between device displays. We present a comparative evaluation of three methods for moving objects between personal mobile devices: Tray, Transfer Mode, and Device Touch. The participants' preferences of the methods in different real-life scenarios were found to strongly depend on the task and the context of use, making the design of a single optimal cross-display object movement method a challenging task. We identify several clusters of contextual factors that influenced the users' preferences. We also report more detailed differences in efficiency, novelty, learnability, physical device handling, and task completion strategies between the three methods included in the evaluation.
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A conceptual model towards the scaffolding of learning experience

The challenge of delivering personalized learning experiences is amplified by the size of classrooms and of online learning communities. In turn, serious games are increasingly recognized for their potential to improve education, but a typical requirement from instructors is to gain insight into how the students are playing. When we bring games into the rapidly growing online learning communities, the challenges multiply and hinder the potential effectiveness of serious games.

There is a need to deliver a comprehensive, flexible and intelligent learning framework that facilitates better understanding of learners’ knowledge, effective assessment of their progress and continuous evaluation and optimization of the environments in which they learn. This paper aims to explore the potential in the use of games and learning analytics towards scaffolding and supporting teaching and learning experience. The conceptual model discussed aims to highlight key considerations that may advance the current state of learning analytics, adaptive learning and serious games, by leveraging serious games as an ideal medium for gathering data and performing adaptations. This opportunity has the potential to affect the design and deployment of education and training in the future.

A Cross-Cultural and Gender-Based Perspective for Online Security: Exploring Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes of Higher Education Students.
A Design Framework Enhancing Developer Experience in Collaborative Coding Environment
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A Diary Study on Combining Multiple Information Devices in Everyday Activities and Tasks
As people possess increasing numbers of information devices, situations where several devices are combined and used together have become more common. We present a user study on people’s current practices in combining multiple information devices in their everyday lives, ranging from pragmatic tasks to leisure activities. Based on diaries and interviews of 14 participants, we characterize the usage practices of the most common devices, including smartphones, computers, tablets, and home media centers. We analyze 123 real-life multi-device use cases and identify the main usage patterns, including Sequential Use, Resource Lending, Related Parallel Use, and Unrelated Parallel Use. We discuss the practical challenges of using several information devices together. Finally, we identify three levels of decisions that determine which devices are used in a particular situation, including acquiring, making available, and selecting the devices for use.
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Animal Welfare as a Design Goal in Technology Mediated Human-Animal Interaction
Designing technology mediated human-animal interaction with the animal welfare as a design goal calls for understanding of animal welfare issues. This paper discusses the notion of animal welfare and specifically focuses on domestic dogs (canis familiaris) as an example case. Strategies for mediating relatedness are discussed and an initial framework to support designing tactile interactions for human-animal interaction is presented. Paper builds its reasoning upon scientific research on human-animal interaction and welfare, and identifies issues for future work in this area.
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Applying finite state process algebra to formally specify a computational model of security requirements in the key2phone-mobile access solution

Key2phone is a mobile access solution which turns mobile phone into a key for electronic locks, doors and gates. In this paper, we elicit and analyse the essential and necessary safety and security requirements that need to be considered for the Key2phone interaction system. The paper elaborates on suggestions/solutions for the realisation of safety and security concerns considering the Internet of Things (IoT) infrastructure. The authors structure these requirements and illustrate particular computational solutions by deploying the Labelled Transition System Analyser (LTSA), a modelling tool that supports a process algebra notation called Finite State Process (FSP). While determining an integrated solution for this research study, the authors point to key quality factors for successful system functionality.
Assessment of social media skills among vocational teachers in Finland
In this explorative case study we planned, tested and verified an assessment tool for evaluating Social Media (SOME) skills among vocational teachers. We also planned and trained vocational teachers in the use of social media tools. The case study was automotive and transport engineering upper secondary vocational teacher training. According Huhtala [1], based on a large national inquiry of the automotive sector, there has arisen the need to develop the skills of the student in many ways. They require paying attention to coming trends of the teaching methods and the technology [2]. With the help of this training we wanted to provide teachers a better understanding of ideology of SOME and realize its pedagogical possibilities and benefits. In the case study training we introduced theories and examples about SOME and its potential to solve future challenges in the automotive sector. But there are multiple barriers in utilizing social software [3]. We explored an answer to the research question: How to assess utilization of social media tools in teaching among vocational Teachers? We discovered that utilizing an assessment survey questionnaire before a training course was very beneficial. In this case study we found out that the ability to utilize SOME tools among automotive vocational teachers was poor. Our earlier studies among adult SOME users support these findings [4],[5],[6],[7]. Our notion was that the automotive and transport engineering genre was very traditional and surprisingly conservative towards new technology like SOME for example. Limitations in the research process were typical for the case study [8],[9].

References:
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We conducted a series of focus groups to gather people's first impressions and derive a broad range of meaningful augmentation scenarios. We discuss the perceived benefits, opportunities, and concerns. Additionally, we evaluated a number of scenarios through an online survey. The most readily accepted augmentation scenarios include adding practical information, increasing awareness about the food, and augmenting food items with a natural skin.
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**Benefits for supplier and customer with the help of logged usage data**

Visual analytics of logged usage data based on end-user interactions can increase understanding of user experience and system use. This in turn can support continuous development, technology renewal and service development that enhances the end-user's experience, as well as create competitive advantage.
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**Characterizing Context of Use in Mobile Work**

---
Characterizing the Context of Use in Mobile Work

The context of use has been widely acknowledged as important when designing and evaluating systems for work-related activities. This paper describes in the case of mobile news making the synthesized findings on the context of use. Findings are categorized to five components and nineteen subcomponents and characterized with examples from our studies. The presented findings validate a previously presented model for context of use in mobile HCI, extend it, and elaborate the definitions for the components. The presented elaborated model can be applied by academics and practitioners in development, research and evaluation activities from identifying requirements to evaluating systems for mobile work. Findings support understanding what circumstances and how they can contribute to user experience and acceptance of designed systems.
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Cloud Technologies for the Internet of Things: Defining a Research Agenda Beyond the Expected Topics
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Code Density and Energy Efficiency of Exposed Datapath Architectures

Exposing details of the processor datapath to the programmer is motivated by improvements in the energy efficiency and the simplification of the microarchitecture. However, an instruction format that can control the data path in a more explicit manner requires more expressiveness when compared to an instruction format that implements more of the control logic in the processor hardware and presents conventional general purpose register based instructions to the programmer. That is, programs for exposed datapath processors might require additional instruction memory bits to be fetched, which consumes additional energy. With the interest in energy and power efficiency rising in the past decade, exposed datapath architectures have received renewed attention. Several variations of the additional details to expose to the programmer have been proposed in the academy, and some exposed datapath features have also appeared in commercial architectures. The different variations of proposed exposed datapath architectures and their effects to the energy efficiency, however, have not so far been analyzed in a systematic manner in public. This article provides a review of exposed datapath approaches and highlights their differences. In addition, a set of interesting exposed datapath design choices is evaluated in a closer study. Due to the fact that memories constitute a major component of power consumption in contemporary processors, we analyze instruction encodings for different exposed datapath variations and consider the energy required to fetch the additional instruction bits in comparison to the register file access savings achieved with the exposed datapath.
Collaboration, distribution and culture - challenges for communication
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Content Sharing Building Social User Experiences
People are increasingly interested in personally creating content, such as images, audio and videos, as well as sharing them in social networking services. Creating content has become increasingly common with state-of-art devices and technology. Sharing such content mediates rich social interactions between the users in social media services. This research aims to gain deeper understanding of personal content management from the user experience viewpoint. This research studies the design solutions supporting and motivating users in management and sharing of their personal content. Contribution of this work is to identify the motivations and needs that occur in media content sharing regardless of the content type and as a theoretical outcome Content Sharing Social User Experience framework is constructed.
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Cross-Cultural Design of Mobile Mathematics Learning Service for South African Schools

In the era of mobile devices and services, researchers in the educational domain have been interested in how to support learning with mobile technology in both local and global contexts. Recent human-computer interaction (HCI) research in the educational domain has particularly focused on how to develop mobile learning services and how to evaluate the learning outcomes. However, learning occurs in a local cultural context and the impact of culturally sensitive issues of the design of mobile learning needs more attention. We studied mobile mathematics learning-service in a longitudinal research with over 30 South African schools during three years. Our aim was to understand culturally dependent issues which need to be taken into consideration in the design of mobile learning services. We found subjective and objective culturally dependent issues in the content, context, infrastructure and technology of mobile learning and therefore, subjects to cross-cultural research. In conclusion, we argue that localization enhances the user experience and therefore support learning.

Cross-cultural issues in working with users in the design of interactive systems

Globalization of markets means that interactive systems need to be usable and provide positive user experience (UX) to users in many different cultures. There is an increasing realization that systems may need to be localized to different cultures, but less realization that methods used to work with users also need to be localized. We present two case studies which investigate cultural differences in users' interpretation of and reactions to methods used to elicit usability and UX information. The first case study investigated the use of photos and sketches with Nigerian and Anglo-Celtic participants, the second investigated the use of three different question types, Likert items, sentence completion questions and open-ended questions with Chinese and British participants. Conclusions are drawn for conducting crosscultural user research.
CueSense: a Wearable Proximity-Aware Display Enhancing Encounters

Wearable technology has been envisioned, amongst other things, to enhance face-to-face social interaction. For example, the visibility of wearable devices to other people (e.g. a wearable display) could augment the wearer's appearance by displaying public and socially relevant information about them. Such information could increase nearby people's awareness of the wearer, thus serve as tickets-to-talk and, ideally, enhance their first encounters. We present the design of CueSense, a wearable displays that shows textual content from the wearer's social media profiles, determined by the level of proximity to another user and match-making between their contents. We report the findings from a preliminary user study with 18 participants, followed by discussion as well as ideas for future research and further refinement of the concept.
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Cultural influence on online community use: A cross-cultural study on online exercise diary users of three nationalities

This study investigates the influence of culture on the use of a website intended for tracking exercise activities. The data was collected using an online survey with 258 respondents from three national backgrounds: Germany, the USA and Spain. In the analysis, the focus was on determining whether users' cultural background impacts their use and perception of the site, especially as concerns social networking and the sharing of content. The Spanish were most interested in social networking, collaboration and sharing content with others, whereas the German participants were the least interested in these activities. The applicability of Hofstede's cultural theory in the explanation of differences between national cultures in online community use is discussed.
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Culture-Aware Web Information System Development

Data collector service - practical approach with embedded Linux

Nowadays embedded systems are one of the most important application areas in information technology. Embedded systems are often used in life critical situations, where reliability and safety are more important criteria than performance. This paper presents a data collector service that has been developed based on embedded Linux, which operates as a key element in a larger intelligent alarm system. The target of this study was to test out how well a cost-efficient single-board computer could be used to gather sensory data, and how this data can be provided for the client over the public Internet. The paper describes the data collector service currently in use and its functionality and also gives a concrete example of how to utilize a microcontroller with an embedded Linux distribution. The paper presents one solution on how to utilize embedded systems for managing and controlling conditions in buildings and also environmental conditions in a smart and cost-effective way.
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Data Correction for Seven Activity Trackers based on Regression Models

Using an activity tracker for measuring activity-related parameters, e.g., steps and energy expenditure (EE), can be very helpful in assisting a person's fitness improvement. Unlike the measuring of number of steps, an accurate EE estimation requires additional personal information as well as accurate velocity of movement which is hard to achieve due to inaccuracy of sensors. In this paper, we have evaluated regression-based models to improve the precision for both steps and EE estimation. For this purpose, data of seven activity trackers and two reference devices was collected from 20 young adult volunteers wearing all devices at once in three different tests, namely 60-minute office work, 6-hour overall activity and 60-minute walking. Reference data is used to create regression models for each device and relative percentage errors of adjusted values are then statistically compared to that of original values. The effectiveness of regression models are determined based on the result of a statistical test. During a walking period, EE measurement was improved in all devices. The step measurement was also improved in five of them. The results show that improvement of EE estimation is possible only with low-cost implementation of fitting model over the collected data e.g. in the app or in corresponding service back-end.

Data driven ecosystem - Perspectives and problems

Our society and business ecosystem is becoming data driven. The value of data is becoming comparable to the value of physical products and becoming an important source of business. Open data itself is seen as a meaningful source of new business, especially for small and medium-sized companies. Open data is purposely aimed at being public. In addition, there is a lot of data used as if it were public - more or less without permission. In addition, the ownership of data has become unclear - the data related to an individual is no longer under the control of the persons themselves. However, declaring data sets to be open and/or allowing access to qualified users does not yet make data useful in practice. On the contrary, this often creates opportunities for misuse and dangers regarding personal security.
Defining Metrics for Continuous Delivery and Deployment Pipeline
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Delayed key exchange for constrained smart devices

In the Internet of Things some nodes, especially sensors, can be constrained and sleepy, i.e., they spend extended periods of time in an inaccessible sleep state. Therefore, the services they offer may have to be accessed through gateways. Typically this requires that the gateway is trusted to store and transmit the data. However, if the gateway cannot be trusted, the data needs to be protected end-to-end. One way of achieving end-to-end security is to perform a key exchange, and secure the subsequent messages using the derived shared secrets. However, when the constrained nodes are sleepy this key exchange may have to be done in a delayed fashion. We present a novel way of utilizing the gateway in key exchange, without the possibility of it influencing or compromising the exchanged keys. The paper investigates the applicability of existing protocols for this purpose. Furthermore, due to a possible need for protocol translations, application layer use of the exchanged keys is examined.
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Designing an Unobtrusive Analytics Framework for Monitoring Java Applications

In software development, attention has recently been placed on understanding users and their interactions with systems. User studies, practices such as A/B testing, and frameworks such as Google Analytics that gather data on production use have become common approaches in particular in the context of the Web, where it is easy to perform frequent updates as new needs emerge. However, when considering installable desktop applications, the situation gets more complex. While analytics facilities are still needed, they should address business logic, not generic traffic as is the case with many web sites. Moreover, analytics should be unobtrusive, and not have a high impact on the evolution of the actual application; thus, analytics should be treated as an add-on, as the target system may already exist. Finally, the instrumentation of features that are observed should be easy and flexible, but the provided mechanisms should be expressive enough for many use cases. In this paper, we examine different alternatives for implementing such monitoring mechanisms, and report results from an experiment with Vaadin, a web framework based on Java and Google Web Toolkit, GWT.
Design Patterns for Model-Driven Development

Design patterns document solutions to recurring design and development challenges. UML, which is the de-facto modeling language in software development, supports defining and using patterns with its Collaboration concepts. However, as is demonstrated in the paper, the support is not sufficient for all kinds of patterns and all meaningful ways to use patterns. In this paper, the use of design patterns is suggested for documentation purposes in Model-Driven Development. The pattern support of UML is complemented with an approach that does not constrain the nature of pattern solutions. The approach is tool-supported in a model-driven development tool environment for basic control and safety-related control applications, UML AP tool. The developed tool support includes instantiating and highlighting patterns in models as well as gathering documentation on use of patterns, which could especially benefit safety system development.
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Developing Novel Services for the Railway Station Area through Experience-Driven Design
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Do we know how difficult the rainfall problem is?
The programming task known as the Rainfall Problem has developed a reputation for being surprisingly difficult for introductory-level (CS1) students. We contribute a survey of studies of the problem as well as a new study of students' solutions collected at three institutions. In all three CS1s, at least about half of the students were able to fully solve the problem and the large majority were at least close. Failure to handle invalid or missing input accounted for most bugs. Our survey and study together suggest that the Rainfall Problem is not necessarily overwhelmingly difficult: Success rates vary and some reasonably good results have been achieved under multiple programming paradigms. We provide a breakdown of confounding factors and suggest improvements and hypotheses for future studies of the Rainfall Problem.
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Early Product Design in Startups: Towards a UX Strategy
Startups often begin with minimal product versions to test and validate their product ideas as early as possible. Therefore, the first versions of the product need to be able to communicate the product idea to users in order to receive meaningful feedback. However, if user experience (UX) of the product
is poor, users tend to concentrate on the disturbing user interface instead of the actual product idea. Thus, we suggest that startups should have a UX strategy from the beginning in order to understand their goals related to UX at different stages of product maturity. To this end, we conducted an interview study with eight Finland-based startups and 13 participants. Our results contribute towards understanding both needs for early UX design in startups as well as the restrictions for UX work that the scarce resources of startups induce. This work contributes to creating a UX strategy model for startups.
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EDB: A Multi-Master Database for Liquid Multi-Device Software
Device shipment trends indicate that the number of web-enabled devices will grow very rapidly. The rapid growth of different types of devices in our daily lives will fundamentally change the expectations on device synchronization. In this paper, we introduce EDB - a database architecture that has been built specifically to support automatic multi-master synchronization between multiple mobile devices with potentially intermittent network connectivity. EDB supports the broader vision of multiple device ownership and liquid software in which applications and services are expected to seamlessly roam from one device or computer to another.
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Educational Data Mining and Learning Analytics in Programming: Literature Review and Case Studies
Educational data mining and learning analytics promise better understanding of student behavior and knowledge, as well as new information on the tacit factors that contribute to student actions. This knowledge can be used to inform decisions related to course and tool design and pedagogy, and to further engage students and guide those at risk of failure. This working group report provides an overview of the body of knowledge regarding the use of educational data mining and learning analytics focused on the teaching and learning of programming. In a literature survey on mining students’
programming processes for 2005-2015, we observe a significant increase in work related to the field. However, the majority of the studies focus on simplistic metric analysis and are conducted within a single institution and a single course. This indicates the existence of further avenues of research and a critical need for validation and replication to better understand the various contributing factors and the reasons why certain results occur. We introduce a novel taxonomy to analyse replicating studies and discuss the importance of replicating and reproducing previous work. We describe what is the state of the art in collecting and sharing programming data. To better understand the challenges involved in replicating or reproducing existing studies, we report our experiences from three case studies using programming data. Finally, we present a discussion of future directions for the education and research community.
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**Effect of Carouselling on Angular Rate Sensor Error Processes**
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Empowering Industrial Maintenance Personnel with Situationally Relevant Information using Semantics and Context Reasoning

Industrial maintenance is a complex discipline requiring experience and know-how. Information such as maintenance work orders are usually provided through mobile devices to field personnel. There are also other information sources with manuals, documented history, contact information etc. that is of value supporting the tasks at hand but typically this needs to be retrieved manually. The challenge is how to utilize information originating from heterogeneous information sources that, in addition, may change e.g. for outsourced maintenance service providers taking care of different sites. To facilitate the use of supporting materials an ontology knowledge management approach is developed that integrates data and documents, and provides relevant information for the task at hand using context and semantics based reasoning. Results from early prototyping show that the approach can improve utilization of information in existing systems through adapter layers and complement existing mobile as well as upcoming augmented reality applications by automatically providing situationally relevant information.

Experience-Driven Design of Ambiences for Future Pop Up Workspaces

Knowledge work is in transformation and new means for supporting workers' wellbeing and productivity are needed. Pop Up workspaces are temporary and often social working environments where people can modify their environment to suit their current work mode. The aim of the present research was to explore the opportunities of future Pop Up workspaces, and specifically their technology-mediated ambiences that can provide meaningful experiences for the workers. We employed the Experience-Driven Design (EDD) approach to gain insights of the desired experiences in Pop Up workspaces. We first conducted three participatory group sessions to ideate experience types for Pop Up workspaces. We then run a multidisciplinary concepting workshop in which we designed concepts for technology-mediated ambiences. Five
experience categories for worker mindsets were identified, namely Liberty, Fellowship, Determination, Retreat and Recovery. We present ambience concepts that utilise the mindsets and related target experiences, and how they can be supported by ambient technologies.
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Explorative study of teaching programming to vocational teachers in Finland
In this study we explore the possibility of organizing and structuring an information technology training day for upper secondary vocational teacher training in automotive and transport engineering. The objective is to show the development process of the three training sessions in response to survey data completed by teachers. Information technology has widely penetrated into the car industry during the last few decades but some teachers have difficulty in adapting and teaching new technologies to their students. This paper presents one approach to break the ice between 'old school' teachers and information technology, through the use of an 8-hour training day consisting of programming, electronic technology and data bus technology.

The aim of this study is to discover how to structure training of new technology for experienced vocational teachers. In this paper we describe how we developed, organized and assessed information technology training for vocational teachers within the case study. The training day was organized in three locations in Finland: In Pori, Jyväskylä and Vantaa. After the first surveys were completed by the vocational teachers, the arrangement of the next training day was adjusted in response to the outcome of the initial surveys. After the first lecture session, the training feedback indicated that there should be more 'learning-by-doing' type of action. The next sessions included Arduino board [1], electronic components and a laptop software development environment.

In this study we found that the attitudes of the training attendees were different in three locations around Finland. This is an interesting finding. When comparing the results obtained from Jyväskylä and Vantaa the outcomes were slightly more negative in Jyväskylä than in Vantaa. However the training was identical in both cases. The results also showed a difference in attitude between teachers of different age groups.

One of the biggest problems in this type of training was the limitation of time. Most of the teachers were familiar with the automotive based digital testing equipment, but they were also aware that their students were far more advanced in information technology than they were. This may have generated tensions and resistance from the older generation of teacher when adopting any new technology.

The overall outcome was positive. Teachers were pleased with this training in an automotive context, because it was first time they had received generic technological training. The attendees felt it was important because the training sessions
were targeted directly to them. The collected survey results provided information about what vocational teachers are actually missing in practice. In the conceptual part of this paper we discuss motivation to learn [2], [3] and Adult Education. In the empirical part of this paper we introduce the training method utilized and finally discuss the presented outcomes and conclusions of the survey data.
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**Exploring Attitudes, Knowledge and Competencies for Security Technology: A Cross-Cultural Survey in Higher Education**
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**Faster 128-EEA3 and 128-EIA3 Software**
The 3GPP Task Force recently supplemented mobile LTE network security with an additional set of confidentiality and integrity algorithms, namely 128-EEA3 and 128-EIA3 built on top of ZUC, a new keystream generator. We contribute two techniques to improve the software performance of these algorithms. We show how delayed modular reduction increases the efficiency of the LFSR feedback function, yielding performance gains for ZUC and thus both 128-EEA3 and 128-EIA3. We also show how to leverage carryless multiplication to evaluate the universal hash function making up the core of 128-EIA3. Our software implementation results on Qualcomm’s Hexagon DSP architecture indicate significant performance gains when employing these techniques: up to roughly a 2.4-fold and a 4-fold throughput improvement for 128-EEA3 and 128-EIA3, respectively.
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Faster Software for Fast Endomorphisms
GLV curves (Gallant et al.) have performance advantages over standard elliptic curves, using half the number of point doublings for scalar multiplication. Despite their introduction in 2001, implementations of the GLV method have yet to permeate widespread software libraries. Furthermore, side-channel vulnerabilities, specifically cache-timing attacks, remain unpatched in the OpenSSL code base since the first attack in 2009 (Brumley and Hakala) even still after the most recent attack in 2014 (Benger et al.). This work reports on the integration of the GLV method in OpenSSL for curves from 160 to 256 bits, as well as deploying and evaluating two side-channel defenses. Performance gains are up to 51%, and with these improvements GLV curves are now the fastest elliptic curves in OpenSSL for these bit sizes.

From Apps to Liquid Multi-Device Software
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Getting started with the experience design process

A shared vision of the targeted user experience and further user experience goals are required when designing for experiences. To achieve this, the design process should start with an experience-goals elicitation process where all relevant stakeholders together prioritize and choose the target experience goals. In the subsequent evaluation, appropriate metrics are needed to ensure that the targeted experiences are realized.
Keywords: user experience, Usability, complex systems, human-computer interaction, human-centered design, goals, requirements engineering, design
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Guest Editor: Special Issue on Advances in Tools, Techniques and Practices for Multimedia QoE
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High-Level Synthesis Design Flow for HEVC Intra Encoder on SoC-FPGA
This paper presents a High-Level Synthesis (HLS) flow for mapping a software HEVC encoder into Altera CycloneV SoC-FPGA. The starting point is a C
implementation of an open-source Kvazaar HEVC intra encoder, which is minimally refined for SystemC design space exploration and automatic Catapult-C RTL generation. The final implementation involves Kvazaar encoder executed in
Linux on dual-core ARM, and HW accelerated intra prediction
on FPGA. Changing the SW/HW partitioning or modifying the implementation takes hours instead of weeks with Catapult-C HLS. In addition, the design is portable to other platforms without major manual re-writing. We obtained 9 fps full-HD
intra prediction speed with a single accelerator on Altera Cyclone V SX on Terasic VEEK-MT-C5SoC board including
video capture and HEVC video streaming via Ethernet. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first reported HLS
assisted implementation of HEVC encoder on SoC-FPGA.
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Increasing user and customer understanding through rapid ethnography in emerging markets

Rapid ethnography enables us to gain an in-depth understanding of customers and end-users as well as the business of the customers and the local market. A new approach was developed and trialled for company R&D purposes at Konecranes during the FIMECC UXUS programme.
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In Search of the Emotional Design Effect in Programming

A small number of recent studies have suggested that learning is enhanced when the illustrations in instructional materials are designed to appeal to the learners' emotions through the use of color and the personification of key elements. We sought to replicate this emotional design effect in the context of introductory object-oriented programming (OOP). In this preliminary study, a group of freshmen studied a text on objects which was illustrated using anthropomorphic graphics while a control group had access to abstract graphics. We found no significant difference in the groups' scores on a comprehension post-test, but the experimental group spent substantially less time on the task than the control group. Among those participants who had no prior programming experience, the materials inspired by emotional design were perceived as less intelligible and appealing and led to lower self-reported concentration levels. Although this result does not match the pattern of results from earlier studies, it shows that the choice of illustrations in learning materials matters and calls for more research that addresses the limitations of this preliminary study.
Interaction and humans in internet of things

Internet of Things is mainly about connected devices embedded in our everyday environment. Typically, ‘interaction’ in the context of IoT means interfaces which allow people to either monitor or configure IoT devices. Some examples include mobile applications and embedded touchscreens for control of various functions (e.g., heating, lights, and energy efficiency) in environments such as homes and offices. In some cases, humans are an explicit part of the scenario, such as in those cases where people are monitored (e.g., children and elderly) by IoT devices. Interaction in such applications is still quite straightforward, mainly consisting of traditional graphical interfaces, which often leads to clumsy co-existence of human and IoT devices. Thus, there is a need to investigate what kinds of interaction techniques could provide IoT to be more human oriented, what is the role of automation and interaction, and how human originated data can be used in IoT.
Internal Marketplace as a Mechanism for Promoting Software Reuse
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Jossakin vuoti öljy, muualla tihkuivat tiedot - etiikka katoavien rajojen ja suurten skandaalien aikakaudella
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Kvazaar HEVC encoder for Efficient Intra Coding
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Lean Startup Meets Software Product Lines: Survival of the Fittest or Letting Products Bloom?

Startups often operate with limited resources and are desperate for validating their products as fast as possible. Such validation is the key concept in Lean Startup, where companies build, measure and learn by creating multiple Minimum Viable Products (MVP). Similarly, Software product lines (SPL) promise increased productivity and reduced time-to-market in situations where multiple similar products are created. In this paper, we propose that there are parallels between these methods. We investigated two software companies using the Lean Startup method through a case study. We found that the companies had a hard time closing developed MVPs which were already used by customers. They ended up with multiple MVPs in production, tying up all the resources. This situation shares many parallels with classic SPLs such as product versioning and lifecycle management. This would indicate that we could use the established knowledge of SPLs to help manage MVP production and its risks.
Lightweight Immaterial Particle Displays with Mid-Air Tactile Feedback

Immaterial mid-air displays formed of flowing light-scattering particles are becoming feasible for displaying information in thin air and interacting with it. With light-weight desktop fogscreens and low-cost hand tracking, the user can easily and unobtrusively interact with virtual information. Any real objects can be seen or reached through the screen, as it is permeable and almost intangible. However, no tactile feedback can be perceived when interacting with a mid-air display. Our contribution in this paper is the construction of an interactive mid-air fogscreens employing ultrasonic phased arrays in order to create mid-air tactile feedback. The feedback is suitable for small desktop-sized fogscreens. This creates a mixed reality setup where real objects and e.g., augmented reality content can be brought closer together conceptually and physically. In an experimental evaluation of the mid-air tactile feedback for the fogscreen we found no statistically significant difference in performance, but the mid-air tactile feedback was slightly preferred over no tactile feedback by the users. They found the tactile feedback as more engaging.

Localization of Storyboards for Cross-cultural User Studies

Storyboards are useful for presenting ideas visually to users helping them understand possible uses of technology allowing them to identify with use situations, especially when no prototypes are available to demonstrate. Storyboards are good for cross-cultural user studies, because they reduce the amount of text users with different native languages have to read. Storyboards are easy to implement in online surveys, which are convenient in gathering data from geographically dispersed groups of users. However, creating localized storyboards requires considering a number of culture related factors. Little research exists in Human-Computer Interaction about how to create localized storyboards for online UX surveys although the need for gathering global user feedback of technology products and services noticeable. We used two focus groups with Chinese participants to inform the design of localization of storyboards for an online survey. Results showed that localization was successful and some design implications were found of localizing storyboards.
Managing software engineering competences with domain ontology for customer and team profiling and training
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On the Design of a Collaborative Online Development Environment
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On the Design of a Responsive User Interface for a Multi-Device Web Service
The introduction of numerous new, web-enabled devices is leading to a change in the mindset in the design of web systems. Increasingly often, they are designed to take into account the special characteristics of different devices. In terms of implementation, designing these responsive web services requires frameworks and guidelines for user interface design for both desktop and mobile devices. In this paper we present a case study which was done during the implementation of open data. Fi service. During the project responsive mobile user interfaces were implemented to existing open source software with preserving as much of the original layouts as possible. We provide some insights to tools and libraries used
in building the responsive user interfaces and share some of the findings that work well in customizing existing software. We also provide examples of solutions that won't work so well and look how to solve them properly.
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On the Role of Gamification and Localization in an Open Online Learning Environment: Javala Experiences
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have rapidly become an important tool for educational institutes in teaching programming. Nevertheless, high drop-out rates have always been a problem in online learning. As MOOCs have become an important part of modern education, reducing the drop-out rate has become a more and more relevant research problem. This work studies a nine-year-long period of maintaining an open, online learning environment of programming. The aim is to find out how the implementation of the learning environment could engage the students to learning and this way affect the drop-out rate. We provide an insight to experiences stemming from nine years of data collected with Javala, an online system created to help shifting from C++ to Java programming. The paper also discusses two key properties of Javala, gamification, and localization, together with data to assess their significance.
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Optimal operation of a three camera system on a four-wheel robot
At present the automated moving of a robot is made possible by a complete measurement system including GPS, laser scanners, radars and static cameras. Such approach is reliable but rather expensive. In this paper the optimal operation of a three camera system on a four-wheel robot is studied. The benefit of the dynamic camera system over the complete static measurement system is the reasonable price and the possibility to focus at certain directions.
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Pattern recognition with Spiking Neural Networks: a simple training method
As computers are getting more pervasive, software becomes transferable to different types of hardware and, at the extreme, being bio-compatible. Recent efforts in Artificial Intelligence propose that software can be trained and taught instead of “hard-coded” sequences. This paper addresses the learnability of software in the context of platforms integrating biological components. A method for training Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) for pattern recognition is proposed, based on spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) of connections. STDP corresponds to the way connections between neurons change according to the spiking activity in the network, and we use STDP to stimulate outputs of the network shortly after feeding it with a pattern as input, thus creating specific pathways in the network. The computational model used to test this method through simulations is developed to fit the behaviour of biological neural networks, showing the potential for training neural cells into biological processors.

Patterns for Distributed Machine Control Systems
Control systems are getting more and more complex and include growing number of features. The control systems are nowadays software controlled to high degree. All features of the machine, however, are not useful for all customers and customers do not want to pay for the features they do not need. The product, the work machine, needs to be tailored to fit the customer's needs. However, tailoring the product for each customer is not an option as there would be too many control system software versions and configurations of the control system and for example updating the control system software would became impossible. In this paper, we will present three patterns for control systems to help in addressing the aforementioned problems. These patterns generate software architecture that supports varying the control system for different customer needs.
Perceived Impacts as User Experience Components in Mobile News Making with Smartphones
This chapter discusses users’ perceptions of system impacts as one of the user experience components. Findings from twelve case studies on mobile news making with smartphones are summarized, focusing on the perceived impacts of system use and system characteristics that can contribute to user’s perception of system quality. The findings indicate that the perceived impacts of system, i.e., the benefits and costs, for the mobile user, activity, outcome (news and news content), and journalism are important for understanding user experience and therefore the overall evaluative judgments of the system.
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Phishing knowledge based user modelling in software design
Due to the limitations of anti-phishing software and limitations in creating such software, we propose the usage of metamodelling frameworks and software tools for implementing software systems where phishing prevention is already designed as a part of the system itself. An expressive computational, verifiable and validatable metamodel is created that captures user behaviour.

Next it is shown through examples that the metamodel follows and describes reported phishing scams accurately. The model is then used to create specification in an executable formal specification tool. The formal specification, which can be executed to observe user behaviour, can be used as a building block in the specification of a larger software system, resulting in an inherently phishing-resilient software system design in the form of a formal specification.
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Pluggable Systems as Architectural Pattern: An Ecosystemability Perspective

In this paper we review the use of plug-in architectures as a technological platform for software ecosystems. Our observation is that the software community has viewed and used plug-ins as powerful extension mechanisms offering a wide range of quality properties. Looking beyond such low-level technical interpretation, we argue that pluggable systems should be perceived and treated as a higher level architectural pattern. In order to back our perspective we present the pattern following widely adopted documentation scheme, we show example usage of the pattern in the Eclipse ecosystem, and we discuss different implementation options of the pattern when building new technical solutions for ecosystems.
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pocl: A Performance-Portable OpenCL Implementation

OpenCL is a standard for parallel programming of heterogeneous systems. The benefits of a common programming standard are clear; multiple vendors can provide support for application descriptions written according to the standard, thus reducing the program porting effort. While the standard brings the obvious benefits of platform portability, the performance portability aspects are largely left to the programmer. The situation is made worse due to multiple proprietary vendor implementations with different characteristics, and, thus, required optimization strategies.

In this paper, we propose an OpenCL implementation that is both portable and performance portable. At its core is a kernel compiler that can be used to exploit the data parallelism of OpenCL programs on multiple platforms with different parallel hardware styles. The kernel compiler is modularized to perform target-independent parallel region formation separately from the target-specific parallel mapping of the regions to enable support for various styles of fine-grained parallel resources such as subword SIMD extensions, SIMD datapaths and static multi-issue. Unlike previous similar techniques that work on the source level, the parallel region formation retains the information of the data parallelism using the LLVM IR and its metadata infrastructure. This data can be exploited by the later generic compiler passes for efficient parallelization.

The proposed open source implementation of OpenCL is also platform portable, enabling OpenCL on a wide range of architectures, both already commercialized and on those that are still under research. The paper describes how the portability of the implementation is achieved. We test the two aspects to portability by utilizing the kernel compiler and the OpenCL implementation to run OpenCL applications in various platforms with different style of parallel resources. The results show that most of the benchmarked applications when compiled using pocl were faster or close to as fast as the best proprietary OpenCL implementation for the platform at hand.
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Requirements, Architecture, and Quality in a Mission-Critical System: 12 Lessons Learned
Public tender processes typically start with a comprehensive specification phase, where representatives of the eventual owner of the system, usually together with a hired group of consultants, spend a considerable amount of time to determine the needs of the owner. For the company that implements the system, this setup introduces two major challenges: (1) the written down requirements can never truly describe to a person, at least to one external to the specification process, the true intent behind the requirement; (2) the vision of the future system, stemming from the original idea, will change during the specification process – over time simultaneously invalidating at least some of the requirements. This paper reflects the experiences encountered in a large-scale mission critical information system – ERICA, an information system for the emergency services in Finland – regarding design, implementation, and deployment. Based on the experiences we propose more dynamic ways of system specification, leading to simpler design, implementation, and deployment phases and finally to a better perceived quality.

Rolling Out a Mission Critical System in an Agilish Way: Reflections on Building a Large-Scale Dependable Information System for Public Sector
Despite the increasing pace of development and deployment of new software systems, the expectations regarding critical information systems have not changed. Consequently, to ensure high quality in spite of rapid updates, the fashion these facilities are taken to use need careful considerations. This paper presents and analyses real-life experiences gathered during the many years of planning, design, implementation, testing and finally deploying as a service a large, multi-million euro, extremely mission critical information system for emergency services. The project was to be carried out in an agile way, although the scope, the price and the duration were fixed by signed contracts. Fortunately, the customer was willing and able to learn how to do system development iteratively and incrementally, as well as to provide personnel to constantly collaborate with the developers. Along the way, we learned that to truly succeed in such an endeavor as this one, it is not enough to do the things almost right or by the book. Instead, everyone involved must keep raising the bar every day, in a continuous, disciplined, and controlled way.
Service Architecture and Interface Design for Mobile Machine Parameter Optimization System

Abstract Performance improvement is a constantly important topic in manufacturing, and mobile work machines are no exception. In some mobile machines, machine behaviour is affected by various device parameters. Their effect can be examined by statistical analysis, but exploiting analysis results during machine operation requires a sophisticated distributed information system. This paper introduces an architecture for such a system suitable for geographically dispersed machine fleets. It covers aspects on data collection, storage, analysis and utilization. Once statistical analysis has been performed, its results are made available for applications that assess machine performance locally during operation. If there is room for improvement in parameter values, the operator of the machine is given suggestions to change them. A prototype implementation is presented. The results show that such an information system has a considerable potential of bringing competitive advantage to machine operators. Besides, added value is also expected to the manufacturer of the machine as performance-related knowledge is augmented. Thus, further service business development is also contributed.
Social Displays on Mobile Devices: Increasing Collocated People's Awareness of the User's Activities

Activities that have traditionally been performed with tangible artifacts, e.g. reading the newspaper and browsing printed photos, have increasingly moved to mobile devices. This has made it harder for the surrounding people to become aware of the activities a person is performing with the device. As a result, the possibilities for serendipitous social interactions between the user and the collocated people have diminished. We introduce social displays, additional displays on mobile devices providing social cues about the activities of device user's activities for surrounding people. We conducted five focus groups with in total 23 participants, each discussing four scenarios and co-designing the presentation of cues on the display. The results suggest that the display has potential to break the private bubble of mobile device activities, as well as to provide tickets-to-talk to enhance social interaction, especially between acquaintances. We discuss social opportunities and challenges as well as possible design directions for social displays.
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Spicing Up Open Source Development with a Touch of Crowdsourcing
Leveraging the work and innovation of third party developers has risen as a viable business model for software companies. Most obviously, open source software has become an opportune ecosystem for creating innovative products with minimum number of paid developers. Then, having a company core where most of the development is done in-house by developers employed by the company can lead to a situation where the community contributions are not smoothly integrated into the code base of the open source product. Similarly, during the last decade, the use of the specialized workforce available online -- so-called crowd sourcing -- has received a lot of attention. While tapping into the unknown group of experts differs from the open source community-driven approach, they share certain similarities as well. In this paper, we present results of an initial study on how adopting and utilizing elements from crowd sourcing can help to boost community contributions in company lead development of an open source software product. We further discuss how such activity can be supported by an in-house development model where all contributions whether done by the developers of the company or community participants enter a common, automated integration pipeline.
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Supplier's Expectations on Usage Data Analytics of Complex Industrial Systems
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Teaching Distributed Agile Development to Software Professionals: A Flexible Approach
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Techniques for Genetic Software Architecture Design
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The Fuzzy Front End of Experience Design: Workshop Proceedings

To start an experience design process, the designers should determine what experience they intend to aim for. How should this decision be made? In the fuzzy front end of the experience design process, there are often several alternative sources for gaining insight and inspiration. There may be different, even conflicting viewpoints and opinions. In addition to user studies, insight and inspiration for experience, goals can be sought from brand promises, technology and societal trends, as well as from just a vision of renewal.

In these proceedings, we present the results of the *Fuzzy Front End of Experi-
ence Design” workshop held in NordiCHI 2014 in Helsinki. The workshop brought together practitioners and academics to
share knowledge and lessons learned on and explore how to get from the fuzzy front end to a shared vision of the
experience to aim for.
We accepted to the workshop eight excellent position papers that presented ex-
pereinence goal setting on different fields. Prior to the workshop, we collected with an online questionnaire participants’
views related to experience design. These results were analysed and presented in the workshop. During the workshop, we
shared experiences and discussed where insight and inspiration to experience goals setting can be sought, what the
characteristics of good experience goals are, and how experience goals should be communicated. Our goal is that this
report will provide inspiration and guidance to defining experience goals, thus shedding light on the fuzzy front end of
experience design.
These proceedings include the following: an introduction and description of the
workshop as well as related phases and activities, an overview of the survey results, results of the workshop activities, and
the position papers presented at the workshop. The description of the workshop has been published earlier in NordiCHI
2014 conference proceedings. The papers have been published on the workshop website.

The Fuzzy Front End of Experience Design: Eliciting and Communicating Experience Goals
When starting an experience design process, designers should first determine the experience to aim for. In the fuzzy front
end of the experience design process, there are often several alternative sources for gaining insight and inspiration in
defining this experience. In this paper, we describe the results of a survey where we studied experience design
practitioners' views of experience goal setting and approaches to communicate about these goals with stakeholders. The
results from 9 different design cases suggest that “empathic understanding of the users' world” is the most used source of
insight and inspiration in defining experience goals. As an end result, we propose an initial model for an Experience Goal
Elicitation Process to clarify the fuzzy front end of experience design. Also, instructions to support designers in defining
and evaluating experience goals are presented.

The Fuzzy Front End of Experience Design: Eliciting and Communicating Experience Goals
When starting an experience design process, designers should first determine the experience to aim for. In the fuzzy front
end of the experience design process, there are often several alternative sources for gaining insight and inspiration in
defining this experience. In this paper, we describe the results of a survey where we studied experience design
practitioners' views of experience goal setting and approaches to communicate about these goals with stakeholders. The
results from 9 different design cases suggest that “empathic understanding of the users' world” is the most used source of
insight and inspiration in defining experience goals. As an end result, we propose an initial model for an Experience Goal
Elicitation Process to clarify the fuzzy front end of experience design. Also, instructions to support designers in defining
and evaluating experience goals are presented.
The Social Developer – Now, Then, and Tomorrow

The practice of software engineering needs both individual commitment as well as social interaction. It has long been widely recognized that communication problems are a major factor in the delay and failure of software projects. However, the patterns of communication that can be associated with the different development paradigms have gained less attention. In this paper, we present some views to the evolution of social dimensions in the light of software engineering methodologies and associated tools. To study this, we have surveyed a number of software developers working in industry to reflect our views into the state-of-practice in software development companies and shed light to the impact of distributed and agile development has had on developer communication. Towards the end of the paper, we provide some ideas for future research and draw some final conclusions.
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The spatial presence experience scale (SPES): A short self-report measure for diverse media settings

The study of spatial presence is currently receiving increased attention in both media psychology and communication research. The present paper introduces the Spatial Presence Experience Scale (SPES), a short eight-item self-report measure. The SPES is derived from a process model of spatial presence (Wirth et al., 2007, Media Psychology, 9, 493-525), and assesses spatial presence as a two-dimensional construct that comprises a user's self-location and perceived possible actions in a media environment. The SPES is shorter than many other available spatial presence scales, and can be conveniently applied to diverse media settings. Two studies are reported (N-1 = 290, N-2 = 395) that confirm sound psychometric qualities for the SPES.
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Three Dimensional Volume Managers Replacing Window Managers in Augmented Reality Application Paradigm

To UML or not to UML? – Empirical Study on the Approachability of Software Architecture Diagrams

Towards an ideal software engineering project course
Towards blended learning: A case study

Abstract - University education is in the middle of a technological and pedagogical revolution. Traditional models are under considerable pressure to change. In this paper, we introduce a case where IT education was radically challenged by new possibilities. The case is a small university department, which runs a Master’s degree program for an annual intake of about 60 students. The students study while working either full or part-time. Thus, the key challenge is to enable an efficient balance between work and studies especially by supporting distance learning. This means that the location and schedule of studies have to be flexible. One way has been to increase the multiformity of the pedagogical methods. For example, teaching is moving increasingly toward the flipped classroom method. In addition to the teachers' own video production, external academic Internet sources have been used and experiments have also been made of using external Massive Open Online Course materials for example in executing web development and database courses. This paper is a summary and analysis of the observations from the viewpoint of the students, teachers, and administration. Some plans and future intentions are also presented.

Towards Deeper Understanding of User Experience with Ubiquitous Computing Systems: Systematic Literature Review and Design Framework

Over the past decades, a plethora of innovative ubiquitous computing (ubicomp) systems have been constructed. The acceptance of the systems, however, depends on how users experience them in real contexts. While many of the ubicomp research projects include some form of user study, there is no overview of how user experience (UX) is approached in ubicomp research. To this end, we conducted a systematic literature review of ubicomp UX studies. Our findings reveal that users’ experiences with ubicomp systems have often been investigated in rather lightweight ways, for example by addressing basic usability issues, collecting ratings by simple, predetermined scales, or producing descriptions of general experiences such as fun and trust. Based on the findings we argue that a deeper and more fine-grained understanding of
user experience would help developing more successful ubicomp systems. We propose a ubicomp UX framework that can help design and evaluate ubicomp systems with a desirable set of target experiences.

**Towards liquid web applications**
As the complexity of rich Web applications grows together with the power and number of Web browsers, the next Web engineering challenge to be addressed is to design and deploy Web applications to make coherent use of all devices. As users nowadays operate multiple personal computers, smart phones, tablets, and computing devices embedded into home appliances or cars, the architecture of current Web applications needs to be redesigned to enable what we call Liquid Software. Liquid Web applications not only can take full advantage of the computing, storage and communication resources available on all devices owned by the end user, but also can seamlessly and dynamically migrate from one device to another continuously following the user attention and usage context. In this paper we address the Liquid Software concept in the context of Web applications and survey to which extent and how current Web technologies can support its novel requirements.
**Towards Post-Agile Development Practices Through Productized Development Infrastructure**

Modern software is developed to meet evolving customer needs in a timely fashion. The need for a rapid time-to-market together with changing requirements has led software intensive companies to utilize agile development, where each iteration aims at producing end-user value and change is embraced. In today's post-agile software development world, there is a need for processes and tools that deliver new software to the end-user as fast as possible. The level of adoption of these continuous software engineering practices depends on the product, customers, and the business domain. In this paper, we investigate the benefits gained from implementing a completely continuous delivery workflow using a domain specific productized development infrastructure through a descriptive single case study. Embracing the continuous delivery mindset throughout the development pipeline allows the case customer company to gain fast insight on new business directions and lends the services to live experimentation which in turn adds to end-user value. Up-to-date feedback cycles between all stakeholders all the way from concept design to end-users are offered.
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**User experience and usability in complex systems 2010-2015: Final report 1/2015**
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**User experience goals as a guiding light in design and development – Early findings**

User experience (UX) goals are one means to describe user experience requirements and guide the design and evaluation of interactive systems in different application domains. This position paper discusses the results of a pre-workshop questionnaire for participants of a workshop on UX goals and their utilization. The domains of the case studies that participants described vary from workplace to consumer applications and education. Workshop participants defined a good UX goal as something that (1) helps in focusing the design, (2) is measurable, (3) describes positive emotions, and (4) communicates the desired experience. Furthermore, UX goals were considered useful in keeping the focus on important issues during design and development, and providing inspiration for design.
User Experience of Digital News: Two Semi-long Term Field Studies

Reading of digital news on personal devices has dramatically increased. Parallel to new devices, novel service or even content types are created forming new habits and experiences for readers. However, previous research is limited in understanding temporal aspects of such users’ experiences (UX). The goal of this study is to understand user experience of mobile news reading in a real context of use over one week in two different case studies. UX of digital replicas, browser optimized versions of digital news, and novel media authentication method for news reading and ordering were explored with actual news readers (N=36) in field using their own tablets and personal computers. Data-collection included in daily diaries with the UX questionnaires and the retrospective interviews. The results showed that the studied forms of digital news and authentication methods provided positive user experience and they were appealing for future digital news. UX also showed a tendency of improving over a time. In addition, the user’s habits of reading digital news reflected the conventions of reading a print newspaper.

User Experience of Mobile Proximity-Based Applications for Playful Social Interaction

Mobile proximity-based connectivity technology like Wi-Fi Direct allows detecting nearby devices and establishing a direct data transfer between them. The opportunities provided by that are still underutilized. My doctoral research looks into proximity-based playful social interactions as a way to enhance interactivity between collocated people, both friends and
strangers. I do qualitative user research on new research prototypes as well as on existing commercial systems like Nintendo's StreetPass.
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Using video games to combine learning and assessment in mathematics education
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UX sensors - Understanding the UX of complex systems through usage analysis
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UX work in startups: Current practices and future needs
Startups are creating innovative new products and services while seeking fast growth with little resources. The capability to produce software products with good user experience (UX) can help the startup to gain positive attention and revenue. Practices and needs for UX design in startups are not well understood. Research can provide insight on how to design UX with little resources as well as to gaps about what kind of better practices should be developed. In this paper we describe the results of an interview study with eight startups operating in Finland. Current UX practices, challenges and needs for the future were investigated. The results show that personal networks have a significant role in helping startups gain professional UX advice as well as user feedback when designing for UX. When scaling up startups expect usage data and analytics to guide them towards better UX design.
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Vibrotactile Stimulation as an Instructor for Mimicry-Based Physical Exercise
The present aim was to investigate functionality of vibrotactile stimulation in mimicry-based behavioral regulation during physical exercise. Vibrotactile stimuli communicated instructions from an instructor to an exerciser to perform lower extremity movements. A wireless prototype was tested first in controlled laboratory conditions (Study 1) and was followed by a user study (Study 2) that was conducted in a group exercise situation for elderly participants with a new version of the system with improved construction and extended functionality. The results of Study 1 showed that vibrotactile instructions were successful in both supplementing and substituting visual knee lift instructions. Vibrotactile stimuli were accurately recognized, and exercise with the device received affirmative ratings. Interestingly, tactile stimulation appeared to stabilize acceleration magnitude of the knee lifts in comparison to visual instructions. In Study 2 it was found that user experience of the system was mainly positive by both the exercisers and their instructors. For example, exercise with vibrotactile instructions was experienced as more motivating than conventional exercise session. Together the results indicate that tactile instructions could increase possibilities for people having difficulties in following visual and auditory instructions to take part in mimicry-based group training. Both studies also revealed development areas that were primarily related to a
slight delay in triggering the vibrotactile stimulation.
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**W2E - Wellness Warehouse Engine for Semantic Interoperability of Consumer Health Data**

Novel health monitoring devices and applications allow consumers easy and ubiquitous ways to monitor their health status. However, technologies from different providers lack both technical and semantic interoperability and hence the resulting health data is often deeply tied to a specific service, which is limiting its re-usability and utilization in different services. We have designed a Wellness Warehouse Engine (W2E) that bridges this gap and enables seamless exchange of data between different services. W2E provides interfaces to various data sources and makes data available via unified Representational State Transfer Application Programming Interface (REST API) to other services. Importantly, it includes Unifier – an engine that allows transforming input data into generic units re-usable by other services, and Analyzer – an engine that allows advanced analysis of input data, such as combining different data sources into new output parameters.

In this paper, we describe the architecture of W2E and demonstrate its applicability by using it for unifying data from four consumer activity trackers, using a test base of 20 subjects each carrying out three different tracking sessions. Finally, we discuss challenges of building a scalable Unifier engine for the ever-enlarging number of new devices.
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Ways to Cross the Rubicon: Pivoting in Software Startups

Startup, or a potential company looking for form and repeatable, scalable business model, has become an advocated mechanism for embracing high ambition, innovativeness, and growth. The success of a startup is often related to the time it takes the startup to develop their business model. When the entire business is based on extreme uncertainty the main business hypothesis of the business model must be continuously tested and improved. This main business hypothesis can be split into smaller business hypotheses and when one of these business hypotheses proves to be false, a change in the direction of the company – so-called pivot – must be considered. Readily made approaches exist to accomplish this, including in particular the Lean Startup framework, that aims at iteratively developing, experimenting, and validating business hypotheses. In this paper study how pivots can change business hypotheses shown as a segments in Lean Model Canvas, a strategic management tool for developing business models. As an empirical contribution, we describe this definition of pivots with three case companies – all small software startups from Tampere region, Finland – and map the pivot effects on the business hypotheses. We found out that the pivots can be identified by changes in the Lean Model Canvas, that pivots typically take place in groups, and that comprehensive pivots happen early in the startup’s life, whereas once the business model is clarified, fine-tuning is more likely to take place.
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Ways to measure spatial presence: Review and future directions
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WHIRLBOB, the Whirlpool Based Variant of STRIBOB
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The fuzzy front end of experience design
The basic idea behind Experience Design approach is that before ideating the solution, you define what experience to design for. This is a critical point in a design process, because the experience goal needs to be appropriate for the target context of use, in line with the brand experience, and meaningful to truly engage users. In the early phases of the experience design process, in the fuzzy front end, there are several sources that can guide experience goal setting. One important way is empathic understanding of the users’ world and stepping into the users’ shoes, but there are also other sources of insight and inspiration for setting the experiential goals such as brand promise, technology and societal trends as well as mere vision of renewal. In this workshop, we aim to collect examples of the fuzzy front end of the experience design process and analyze how the different sources of insight and inspiration influence experience goal setting. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s).
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Capacitive Facial Activity Measurement

The human facial activity consists of voluntary and spontaneous behavior that can be measured to provide valuable information for several application domains. The objective of this thesis is to introduce a new, capacitive measurement method for the task. The motivation to develop a new method was to avoid some of the drawbacks that existing methods have. The existing ones that have been used to measure activity from the entire face are electromyography (EMG) that measures the electric activity of the facial muscles and image-based methods that use machine vision. EMG has drawbacks due to its requirement to attach electrodes to the face, whereas vision-based methods rely on using cameras and heavy computational processing to collect information about the facial behaviour. The presented capacitive method does not require physical contact to the face, the computational requirements of the needed signal processing are low, and it can be used in mobile applications because the measurement can be integrated to head-mounted devices. The thesis includes several studies where prototypes were constructed, experiments carried out, signal and data processing methods applied, and results analysed. The method was first applied as a way to detect facial movements for human–computer interaction. It was integrated with a gaze tracker to point targets on a computer screen with the gaze and click with facial movements. Later, the method was extended from the detection of single facial movements to be feasible in the detection and classification of movements and expressions of the entire face. It was also applied to the measurement of the activation intensities of certain facial muscles. The results of the thesis show that the new measurement method detects facial movements with a good performance. Pointing and clicking also performs well when the detection method is combined with gaze tracking. The classification of facial movements performs very well with the ones included in the experiments of the thesis, and the classification can be expected to work also with more complex facial expressions. Further, the measurement method’s performance in determining the intensities of facial muscle activations was good for ones that have a wide movement range. Finally, the thesis also states the limitations of the new measurement method and includes suggestions to overcome them and to develop the method further.
Lightweight Evaluation of Software Architecture Decisions

Software architecture is an important foundation of every software project. Therefore, it is advisable to evaluate it in early stages of the software design. Architecture evaluation helps to uncover risks and suboptimal decisions before they cause tremendous cost and re-engineering efforts. Unfortunately, many software companies still do not integrate architecture evaluations into their software projects as a standard activity. This is partially because architecture evaluation is perceived as complicated and time-consuming by some people. Modern agile development methodologies are perceived as avoiding up-front architectural design, which amplifies this problem. In this chapter, we present an extended description of the decision-centric architecture review (DCAR) method. DCAR is lightweight and easy to integrate into different types of software projects (traditional and agile projects). We present the method in detail and show how it can be used in an incremental development process. Additionally, we explain different approaches for integrating DCAR with Scrum to support continuous and iterative architecture evaluation. Finally, we present industrial experiences from the evaluations we carried out using DCAR, both as external reviewers in industrial projects and when applying DCAR in our own industrial software projects.
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Integrating mobile learning, digital storytelling and social media in vocational learning

In this chapter, the focus falls on integrating mobile learning, digital storytelling, and social media into vocational learning practices. The literature review introduces the development of mobile learning and digital storytelling and presents ways in which these concepts can piggyback the interactive features of social media. A case study during which participating students used mobile phones and videos with a mobile social video application (MoViE) to design and produce representative digital stories based on local tourism attractions is also presented. Twenty-five students participated in the internet inquiry about student attitudes towards the use of social media as part of their vocational expertise and their learning experiences with mobile devices and MoViE. This chapter illustrates the benefits as well as the shortcomings of the used learning concept in order to produce more concrete knowledge of the use of mobile devices and social video applications in learning.
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Patterns for controlling chaos in a startup

A growing trend in industrial software engineering is that new software products and information services are developed under conditions of notable uncertainty. This is especially visible in startup enterprises which aim at new kinds of products and services in rapidly changing social web, where potential customers can quickly adopt new behavior. Special characteristics of the startups are lack of resources and funds, and startups may need to change direction fast. All these affect the software engineering practices used in the startups. Unfortunately almost 90 percent of all startups fail and goes bankrupt. There are probably indefinite numbers of reasons why startups fail. Failure might be caused by wrongly chosen software engineering practices or inconsiderate decision making. While there is no recipe for success, we argue that good practices that can help on the way to success can be identified from successful startups. In this paper, we present two patterns that startups can consider when entering the growth phase of the lifecycle.

Two patterns for minimizing human resources in a startup

In this paper, we describe two patterns that are part of a larger pattern language for software startup companies. These two particular patterns help startup companies to focus on the essential; the product itself and keeping their team intact and productive. In this way, the startup may operate with a sustainable team size.
Prediction models and techniques for Open Source Software projects: A systematic literature review

Open Source Software (OSS) is currently a widely adopted approach to developing and distributing software. For effective adoption of OSS, fundamental knowledge of project development is needed. This often calls for reliable prediction models to simulate project evolution and to envision project future. These models provide help in supporting preventive maintenance and building quality software. This paper reports on a systematic literature survey aimed at the identification and structuring of research that offer prediction models and techniques in analyzing OSS projects. In this review, we systematically selected and reviewed 52 peer reviewed articles that were published between January, 2000 and March, 2013. The study outcome provides insight in what constitutes the main contributions of the field, identifies gaps and opportunities, and distills several important future research directions.
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Chapter 8 - Lightweight Architecture Knowledge Management for Agile Software Development

Abstract Architecture knowledge management (AKM) aims to codify and maintain the architectural knowledge of a software system in a form that can be easily accessed by different stakeholders. Integrating AKM with an agile project management paradigm is a challenge because the agile philosophy downplays both plan-driven development and documentation. Yet, by integrating lightweight AKM practices with the process, agile software development could avoid maintenance and communication problems arising from scarce documentation. In this chapter, we introduce existing technologies that could be used as elements of lightweight AKM for agile software development and present possible models to integrate AKM with Scrum, which is the most popular agile approach in use today. In particular, we advocate the exploitation of architectural evaluations to collect architecturally significant information semiautomatically and the use of automated document generation to expose the contents of an architectural information repository in an easily accessible form. The proposed models are based on observed architecting work practices in industry and on interviews carried out in industry to identify the architectural information flow in real-life agile projects.
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Compiler Optimizations for Code Density of Variable Length Instructions
Variable length encoding can considerably decrease code size in VLIW processors by decreasing the amount of bits wasted on encoding No Operation (NOP) slots. A processor may have different instruction templates where different execution slots are implicitly NOPs, but all combinations of NOPs may not be supported by the instruction templates. The efficiency of the NOP encoding can be improved by the compiler trying to place NOPs in such a way that the usage of implicit NOPs is maximized. Two different methods of optimizing the use of the implicit NOP slots are evaluated: prioritizing function units that have fewer implicit NOPs associated to them, and a post-pass to the instruction scheduler which utilizes the slack of the schedule by rescheduling operations with slack into different instruction words so that the available instruction templates are better utilized. The post-pass optimizer saved an average of 2.5 % and at best of 9.1 % instruction memory, without performance loss. Prioritizing function units gave best case instruction memory savings of 12.7 % but the average savings were only 1.0 % and there was in average 5.7 % slowdown for the program.
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Most power dissipation in Very Large Instruction Word (VLIW) processors occurs in their large, multi-port register files. Transport Triggered Architecture (TTA) is a VLIW variant whose exposed datapath reduces the need for RF accesses and ports. However, the comparative advantage of TTAs suffers in practice from a wide instruction word and complex interconnection network (IC). We argue that these issues are at least partly due to suboptimal design choices. The design space of possible TTA architectures is very large, and previous automated and ad-hoc design methods often produce inefficient architectures. We propose a reduced design space where efficient TTAs can be generated in a short time using execution trace-driven greedy exploration. The proposed approach is evaluated by optimizing the equivalent of a 4-issue VLIW architecture. The algorithm finishes quickly and produces a processor with 10% reduced core energy compared to a fully-connected TTA. Since the generated processor has low IC power and a shorter instruction word than a typical 4-issue VLIW, the results support the hypothesis that these drawbacks of TTA can be worked around with efficient IC design.
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How novices tackle their first lines of code in an IDE: analysis of programming session traces
While computing educators have put plenty of effort into researching and developing programming environments that make it easier for students to create their first programs, these tools often have only little resemblance with the tools used in the industry. We report on a study, where students with no previous programming experience started to program directly using an industry strength programming environment. The programming environment was augmented with logging capability that recorded every keystroke and event within the system, which provided a view on how the novices tackle their first lines of code. Our results show that while at first, the students struggle with syntax - as is typical with learning a new language - no evidence can be found that suggests that learning to use the programming environment is hard. In a two-week period, the students learned to use the basic features of the programming environment such as specific shortcuts. Although we observed students using copy-paste-programming relatively often, most of the pasted code is from their own previous work. Finally, when considering the compilation errors and error distributions, we hypothesize that the errors are a product of three factors; the exercises, the environment, and the data logging granularity.

Identifying the User Experience Factors of a Multi-Component Sports Product
Multi-component products employ multiple devices and services to support users' tasks. In order to design for good user experience (UX) for such products, designers need to gain feedback on how the different components contribute to the overall UX. In this study, we evaluated the long-term UX of a multi-component product from the sports domain over an eight-week period. The goal is to identify the UX factors of the overall UX evaluation of the multi-component product. The results show that the number of negative experiences related to the main component has the greatest effect on the overall evaluation of the multi-component product compared to the other components. Positive experience items were mostly related to utility and satisfaction, whereas negative experience items were mostly related to ineffectiveness, dissatisfaction, and missing functionalities. After the initial learning phase, the need for new functionalities increased over time.
Increasing Adoption of Smart Learning Content for Computer Science Education

Computer science educators are increasingly using interactive learning content to enrich and enhance the pedagogy of their courses. A plethora of such learning content, specifically designed for computer science education, such as visualization, simulation, and web-based environments for learning programming, are now available for various courses. We call such content smart learning content. However, such learning content is seldom used outside its host site despite the benefits it could offer to learners everywhere. In this paper, we investigate the factors that impede dissemination of such content among the wider computer science education community. To accomplish this we surveyed educators, existing tools and recent research literature to identify the current state of the art and analyzed the characteristics of a large number of smart learning content examples along canonical dimensions. In our analysis we focused on examining the technical issues that must be resolved to support finding, integrating and customizing smart learning content in computer science courses. Finally, we propose a new architecture for hosting, integrating and disseminating smart learning content and discuss how it could be implemented based on existing protocols and standards.
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Mobile panoramic video applications for learning

The use of videos on the internet has grown significantly in the last few years. For example, Khan Academy has a large collection of educational videos, especially on STEM subjects, available for free on the internet. Professional panoramic video cameras are expensive and usually not easy to carry because of the large size of the equipment. Recently, at least two companies have launched a new type of product that enabled panoramic video for certain smartphone users. The aim of this article is to analyze how panoramic video can be adopted, how attractive it is for actual everyday use, how it is used today, and how technology and other solutions should develop to become popular and accessible for mainstream users in learning applications. This research is based on the qualitative research method, namely content analysis. The analysis involved 1595 panoramic videos that users posted to two panoramic video sites. The videos represent a snapshot of videos from the beginning of the panoramic video sites. The videos were classified in 22 groups. In addition, the comments and discussions related to each of the videos were analyzed. Based on the study, it is concluded that panoramic videos are not yet widely used for learning, even though they have much potential for this purpose. Panoramic videos are good for documenting complex interaction situations in settings where a lower image quality is sufficient. Typical social media features are present in panoramic video sites, but they do not provide any extra support for learning or collaboration. © 2013 Springer Science+Business Media New York.
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Opportunities and Challenges of Mobile Applications as "Tickets-to-Talk": A Scenario-Based User Study

This paper presents a scenario-based user study of mobile application concepts that would encourage interaction between people within close proximity. The scenarios demonstrate three themes of digital tickets-to-talk: informing who and what are around, augmenting self-expression, and online interaction encouraging physical interaction. Our interview study explored the opportunities and challenges of such applications in developing into further face-to-face interactions between strangers. Tickets that are related to activities that convey a solid intention that would lead to practical collaboration, such as playing sports or studying together, have the best potential to advance to meaningful face-to-face interaction.

Augmenting self-expression and online interaction encouraging physical interaction were found to have potential to create curiosity but seen less credible by our 42 interview participants to motivate face-to-face interaction between strangers. We conclude by discussing the potential of each theme of ticket-to-talk based on our findings as well as related literature.
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Parallel programming of a symmetric Transport-Triggered Architecture with applications in flexible LDPC encoding
Patterns for Sharing Safety System Operation Responsibilities between Humans and Machines
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Patterns for starting up a software startup company

Nowadays, startups have been of growing significance in software business. After the publication of the seminal work of Eric Ries, the Lean Startup concept has been a popular trend. Startup companies have especially been popping up in the volatile fields of web applications and games. Startups have even been dubbed to be the saviors of declining western economies.

In this paper, we describe patterns that are a part of a larger pattern language for software start-up companies. The patterns were collected during autumn 2013. These particular patterns help start-up companies to focus on the hardships of the starting up a start-up; knowing that your idea is worth of our effort and how to finance your vision.
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Programmable In-loop Deblock Filter Processor for Video Decoders
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Quality Management of User-Generated Content in Participatory Journalism

Newsrooms utilize increasing amounts of user-generated content (UGC) in news making. However, managing the quality of UGC is challenging. Our three-phase study identifies qualities of newsworthy UGC, and ways to enhance the quality of contributions by online feedback. Review of 31 UGC-driven websites revealed as the most used methods of improving the quality of contributions flagging of inappropriate content, counts of sharing to social media services, ratings, user’s activity statistics, and badges. Interviews of news editors and reader reporters showed a conceptual difference in the qualities of good news content. Interviewed reader reporters expressed the feedback from the newsroom as the most important for their development in addition to seeing the examples by other reader reporters. Content was perceived as more important than competition in case of readers’ UGC. Communal quality management conventions, online community elements, and guidelines for developing quality management are presented.
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Developing Modern Industrial Control Applications: On Information Models, Methods and Processes for Distributed Engineering

Control applications are used in automation and control of manufacturing and processing facilities to run the process. Development of industrial control applications is engineering with multidisciplinary characteristics and it is often performed as a part of a larger project, e.g. constructing a facility. It is closely interwoven with several related engineering disciplines between which information exchange is required. The control domain has several requirements and characteristics that need to be considered when developing new means to improve quality and efficiency of engineering. In this thesis control application development is studied concerning model information content, methods for enhancing development, and improvement of engineering process management. Based on requirements for information content in control application models, improvements to the UML Automation Profile (UML AP) are presented. UML AP requirement modeling is developed to enable concerns of related engineering to be taken into account. Domain-specific UML AP constructs are also developed for modeling platform independent functions and execution platform features. To improve development of control applications, model-driven methods are proposed and applied using UML AP elements. In the approach, a workflow from requirements to functional models, and finally to executable applications, is developed. The approach has been designed so that tools can be provided for automating capturing of requirements and assisting in model transformations. For development of control applications the approach promotes reusable, platform independent solutions while maintaining support for existing well-proven implementation platforms. Methods are proposed for extending modeling with ontology descriptions based on Semantic Web technologies. Using these, a layer is constructed on top of the application model which is used to enhance interoperability and understandability of the concepts. The semantic descriptions enable automatic reasoning and inferences to be used in model analysis and provision of material supporting engineering. As a supplement to traditional modeling the descriptions provide semantics beyond those of a metamodel. Given that the information content is standardized and the development methods are defined, the engineering processes can be improved concerning information exchange and process management. Organizing engineering tasks into services is proposed, and a service infrastructure is developed to facilitate utilization of these services and integration of information systems. Business process modeling is used to describe the engineering processes and to compose the services. By executing the business processes with information systems the management of engineering activities is improved and automation of some of the tasks is enabled. Engineering is not limited to the design phase of a facility. It is performed throughout the plant lifecycle in, for example, operation and maintenance (O&M). A service framework providing access to relevant data is also beneficial for O&M tasks. To meet the business demands a business process driven approach for development of O&M information systems is proposed. The approach is based on composition of...
services, and enables flexible reconfiguration of processes as well as integration of systems.
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Indoor 3D Navigation and Positioning of Vehicles in Multi-Storey Parking Garages
We propose a novel method for three-dimensional navigation and localization of a land vehicle in a multi-storey parking garage. In order to navigate or localize in 3D space we also need height information in addition to 2D position. Conventionally, an altimeter is used to get the floor level/height information. The solution presented in this paper uses low cost gyro and odometer sensors, combined with a 3D map by means of particle filtering and collision detection techniques to localize the vehicle in a parking garage. This eliminates the necessity of an altimeter or other additional aiding sources such as radio signaling. Thus the proposed solution can be used without any additional infrastructure devices. Other sources of information, such as WLAN signals, can be used to complement the solution if and when available.
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Inexpensive Correctly Rounded Floating-Point Division and Square Root With Input Scaling

Recent embedded DSPs are incorporating IEEE-compliant floating point arithmetic to ease the development of, e.g., multiple antenna MIMO in software-defined radio. An obvious choice of FPU architecture in DSP is to include a fused multiply-add (FMA) operation, which accelerates most DSP applications. Another advantage of FMA is that it enables fast software algorithms for, e.g., division and square root without much additional hardware. However, these algorithms are nontrivial to perform at the target accuracy to get the correctly rounded result without danger of overflow. Previous FMA-
based systems either rely on a power-hungry wide intermediate format or forego correct rounding. A wide format is unattractive in a power-sensitive embedded environment since it requires enlarged register files, wider data buses and possibly a larger multiplier. We present provably correct algorithms for efficient IEEE-compliant division and square root with only a 32-bit format using hardware prescaling and postscaling steps. The required hardware has approximately 8% of area and power footprint of a single FMA unit.
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Key Success Factors in Control System Software Architecture

The amount of the control system software used in the mobile work machines has increased radically during the last ten years. The software enables development of new features and further automation. Consequently, the productivity of the work machines increases, bringing cost savings.

However, the development of control system software is challenging because they have special characteristics, such as close dependency to hardware, strict real-time requirements, distribution, and long life-cycle of the products. In addition, standards and regulations dictate how functional safety should be taken into account.

In software engineering, architecture is often seen as the key element of the system enabling high quality design and implementation. Good software architecture helps the developer to easily maintain and further develop the code through the life cycle of the system. Therefore, in this paper we clarify which quality properties and constraints are important now and in the future from the point of view of the software architects of the work machine control systems. The study is based on the questionnaire targeted to the experts of the field and various interview surveys we have carried out during several years in the leading international work machine manufacturers.
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Turbo coding is commonly used in the current wireless standards such as 3G and 4G. However, due to the high computational requirements, its software-defined implementation is challenging. This paper proposes a static multi-issue exposed datapath processor design tailored for turbo decoding. In order to utilize the parallel processor datapath efficiently without resorting to low level assembly programming, the turbo decoder is implemented using OpenCL, a parallel programming standard for heterogeneous devices. The proposed implementation includes only a small set of Turbo-specific custom operations to accelerate the most critical parts of the algorithm. Most of the computation is performed using general-purpose integer operations. Thus, the processor design can be used as a general-purpose OpenCL accelerator for arbitrary integer workloads as well. The proposed processor design was evaluated both by implementing it using a Xilinx Virtex 6 FPGA and by ASIC synthesis using 130 nm and 40 nm technology libraries. The implementation achieves over 63 Mbps Turbo decoding throughput on a single low-power core. According to the ASIC synthesis, the maximum operating clock frequency is 344 MHz/1 050 MHz (130 nm/40 nm).
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Briefing news reporting with mobile assignments - Perceptions, needs and challenges

Mobile handheld devices are an increasing part of everyday fieldwork of news professionals. Mobile assignments delivered to mobile journalists' smartphones are one potential future development step. We present findings on using mobile assignments from two exploratory user studies in which smartphones were used as news reporting tools. Mobile assignments were perceived as handy for fast reporting situations and simple stories but challenging in case of more complex tasks. Structured information content of assignments, process phase based information and supporting situation and activity awareness would support the work of both editorial staff and mobile journalists. The locationing of reporters for sending location-based assignments was found acceptable for coordinating the work although some privacy concerns were expressed. The findings provide new information on using mobile assignments in work where carrying out tasks involves creativity and the tasks may be complex, not strictly limited or they may not have clear completion criteria. © 2012 ACM.
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Location-based crowdsourcing of hyperlocal news - Dimensions of participation preferences

We studied the mobile users' preferences and concerns of using location-based assignments (LBA) and geotagging in crowdsourced news making. First, nine readers who had submitted reader's photos were interviewed about their perceptions of LBA and geotagging scenarios. Second, a quasi-experiment in field conditions was carried out with nineteen participants. After completing four LBA tasks with a mobile phone, participants were interviewed on their perceptions and asked to complete a questionnaire on their preferences for receiving LBA and usage of geotags. Findings indicate that the perceived benefits of LBA and geotagging are greater than the perceived risks. The task type, temporal context, preciseness of location query, proximity to the reporting location, parallel tasks, social context and incentives affected the participation preferences. We propose a framework for participation preferences to support further studies in location-based crowdsourcing and in the development of crowdsourcing processes and systems. Copyright © 2012 by the Association for Computing Machinery, Inc. (ACM).